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President’s Message

Dear colleagues,

It gives me great pleasure to be able to bring out the first issue of our own scientific journal

“Medical Glory” under the auspices of West Bengal Medical Council. It was indeed a long

cherished dream of our team which was greatly inspired and supported by none other than our

Hon’ble Chief Minister and Health Minister of the Government of West Bengal, Ms Mamata

Banerjee. She is extremely passionate about the past glory of the healthcare in Bengal which

produced stalwarts like Bharat Ratna Dr Bidhan Chandra Roy, Sir Nil Ratan Sircar, Sir Ronald

Ross, Dr U N Bramhachari, Dr Kumud Shankar Ray, Dr Sundari Mohan Das and Dr Subhas

Mukherjee and the list is non-ending who have brought laurels to the medical fraternity of the

state. Our state West Bengal and especially the city, Kolkata has been witness to research on

malaria, tuberculosis, treatment of kala azar and even the development of first test tube baby. It

was a time when people from not only adjoining states but from distant places including other

countries used to flock to Bengal in search of excellent healthcare. She dreams and it is our dream

also that Bengal should regain its past glory in the field of medical treatment as well as medical

education and research. It is impossible to achieve this target if simultaneous developments in

medical education as well as research do not occur. You must be aware that the concept of first

test tube baby was developed in Calcutta by Dr Subhas Mukherjee but unfortunately his work

could not be published in time and the credit for development of first test tube baby went elsewhere.

Keeping this thing in mind, our Hon’ble Chief Minister Ms Mamata Banerjee inspired and

wholeheartedly supported us to bring out our own world class scientific publication. She dreams

for the day when Nobel for Medicine will come to Bengal and is willing to go beyond her means
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to promote research in medical field to achieve this target. It is with her blessings only that we

have been able to bring out the first issue of “Medical Glory”. I appeal to the scientific community

across the country to contribute whole heartedly supplying with articles of high scientific value in

the form of originals and papers, case reports, literature review etc. for publication in our journal.

I also appeal to you to become a regular subscriber and ask your colleagues to subscribe the

journal so that we can reach to the whole medical fraternity. We are working on the lines of making

the journal a globally indexed medical journal and hope to get the indexation in near future. I

sincerely thank all the staffs of West Bengal Medical Council, members of the editorial team, all

the authors, reviewers, sponsors, printer and staff members of Medical Glory team without whose

help this journal would not have seen the light of the day.

You must be aware that West Bengal Medical Council was established under the Bengal

Medical Act 1914 and we are proudly announcing the completion of 100 years and it is our

endeavour to gift the scientific community as well as society a world class medical journal to

commemorate our glorious 100 years. I hope you will like the journal and continue to contribute

with your valuable inputs for the development of the journal.

JAI HIND

Long live Medical Glory

Long live West Bengal Medical Council

Dr Nirmal Maji

President, West Bengal Medical Council



From Traditional Medicine to Regenerative Medicine

Evolution of man is a scientific fact. In ancient mythologies, be they from Greece, India or China, there are stories

of kings and emperors seeking the 'fountain of youth' or 'pearls' that would rejuvenate them so that they can rise above

the fundamental problems of life ie, Jara, Byadhi and mrityu (the problem of aging, disease and death) why this is so? This

is the fundamental question of Buddha who left the family and became a monk in search of this answer. The question

remains and  the science today has evolved from what was once the domain of spirituality, healers, black magic practi-

tioners .Many healing methods are found in the ancient literatures of traditional Chinese  and Indian (Ayurveda) medicine.

There are stories of kings and emperors seeking the 'fountain of youth' or 'pearls' that would rejuvenate them. The so-

called Philosopher's Stone that medieval alchemists searched fruitlessly, was supposed to not only turn any substance

into gold, but also to prolong life and restore youth. Ancient Indian sages practised 'Siddha Vaidya' as well as 'tantric'

methods for the same reason.

In contemporary times, with a better understanding of the human body down to cellular structures and the DNA

along with a better knowledge of debilitating diseases and their impact, scientists are looking not at rejuvenation but

regeneration.

A natural effect of aging is degeneration; every organ in a human body degenerates as it ages, leading ultimately to,

as they say, death due to old age. Congenital defects and damage can also affect organs like liver, heart or the kidney,

causing loss of function. Diseases like parkinsonism or diabetes also cause specific organs in their dysfunction. Many of

these diseases are also associated with aging and in today's world, improved healthcare has resulted in increasing

longevity. Many significant human diseases arising from the loss or dysfunction of specific cell types in the body, such as

Parkinson's disease, diabetes and cancer, are becoming increasingly common. So far, there had been no reprieve from

such debilitating diseases or from damage caused by burns or other accidents. Today, however, a new branch of medi-

cine, Regenerative Medicine, shows much promise.

The term probably comes from a 1992 paper of Leland Kaiser, "The Future of Multihospital Systems", where in

a paragraph subtitled 'Regenerative Medicine', the author noted that a "new branch of medicine will develop that at-

tempts to change the course of chronic disease and in many instances will regenerate tired and failing organ systems"

(Kaiser L. Top Health Care Finance, 1992 Summer; 18:4: 32-45). With work on stem cells getting a new boost in recent

years, the process of regenerating dysfunctional and aging organs appears to be no longer a myth but a reality.

Regenerative medicine refers to that branch of medicine which deals with living functional tissues that help to repair

or replace damaged or aging tissues, thus regenerating the organ concerned. Research in this field includes cell therapy

involving stem cells or progenitor cells, induction of regeneration by biologically active molecules, tissue transplantation,

tissue engineering and the use of cord blood, to mention a few.

Regenerative therapies have been demonstrated (in trials or in the laboratory) to heal broken bones, burns, blindness,

deafness, heart damage, nerve damage, etc. It has the potential to cure diseases through repair or replacement of

damaged, failing or aged tissue. Therapies include regeneration of tissues in vitro for future use in vivo as well as direct

placement and regeneration of tissue in vivo. However, this area of medicine is still in its infancy despite the strides made

in the last decade. Much of the work is still confined to animal or laboratory models. The next few years are critical as
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more and more human trials are undertaken and the true potential of this emerging branch of medicine is expressed.

It is well known that menstrual blood can rejuvinate a rose tree and its use to attract the lover when you mix it with

coffee as per the Vodoo practice or Baul initiation tradition. The question is what is common in it? Science of Botany

can support the application of blood or other nitrogenous substances, which can help the growth of the plant in particular.

In case of Vodoo practice of adding menstrual blood to hot coffee to attract the lover the stem cell or cytokine niche

would be destroyed by the presence of the hot coffee and there would be doubts about the residual pheromone and the

residual impact but still people of that faith is practising this like the menstrual blood of menarche is an important

ingredient for the initialising process of the secretive practice of the  "Baul" faith. The Journal will serve its purpose if it

acts as a stimulant to professionals and clinical scientists who can build on the knowledge and expand the curative

potential of newer developments with impact on Clinical Medical practice.

Niranjan Bhattacharya

DSc (Med Sci), MD (Obstet Gynaecol), MS (Gen Surg),

FSOG (Canada), FICS, FACS (USA), Editor, Medical Glory,

Kolkata 700106, Head of the Department and Dr Subhas

Mukherjee Chair Professor, Department of Regenerative

Medicine and Translational Science and Director

General of the Public Cord Blood Bank and

Convenor, Dr BC Roy Biorepository,

Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine,

Kolkata 700073

We thankfully acknowledge the permission granted by Springer-Verlag, UK for reprinting of the invited articles

–  Editor
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Iron Overload Potentiates Arsenic - induced Liver Injury in an Animal

Model

Subhadip Ghatak1, Amal Santra2, Abhijit Chowdhury3, Gopal Krishna Dhali4

Introduction:

The Gangetic delta of south Asia is a thickly popu-

lated region in the eastern region of India and Bangladesh

that bears one of the world's highest burdens of arsenic

exposure due to chronic exposure through drinking water.

In parts of West Bengal, India and Bangladesh, arsenic levels

in drinking water have been reported to be as high as 1.5

to 3.4 mg/l1-4. Over the last four decades, consumption of

arsenic contaminated drinking water in public supply sys-

tems has posed a serious health hazard amongst inhabit-

ants of at least nine districts in West Bengal5-7. Manifesta-

tions of chronic arsenic toxicity are protean, involve diverse

organ systems of the body, including the liver and contrib-

ute to serious morbidity and mortality by non-malignant and

malignant diseases. Sporadic reports of liver diseases re-

lated to chronic arsenic exposure are available in the litera-

ture. High prevalence of liver enlargement among villagers

of arsenic affected districts in West Bengal is reported6,8.

Liver histology of few cases revealed various degree of

portal fibrosis. Ma et al9  reported occurrence of liver dys-

function among chronic arsenicosis due to drinking arsenic

contaminated water in Inner Mongolia, People's Republic

of China. Reports of liver dysfunction in chronic arsenicosis

are also available from Bangladesh10. Drinking arsenic con-

taminated water was first suspected to cause non-cirrhotic

Originals and PapersOriginals and PapersOriginals and PapersOriginals and PapersOriginals and Papers

Abstract:

Arsenic contaminated drinking water is a serious global health concern. Arsenic targets different organs

including liver. The association between arsenic exposure and liver dysfunction is firmly established in West Bengal,

particularly in the areas where iron content in the drinking water is high. However, experimental evidences between

the association of arsenic and iron are still lacking in the literature. The purpose of the present study is to demonstrate

the synergistic effect of iron in arsenic induced liver injury. Using BALB/c mouse model, we demonstrated rapid

liver injury as evidenced by biochemical as well as histological studies in arsenic-iron coexposure group compared

to arsenic or iron exposure.

Key words: Arsenic, iron, liver injury.

School of Digestive and Liver Diseases, Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education & Research, Kolkata 700020
 1MSc, PhD, Ex-SRF, Centre for Liver Research
 2 MSc, PhD, Professor, Centre for Liver Research
 3 MD, DM, Professor, Department of Hepatology
 4 MD, DM, Professor and Head of the Department

Corresponding author: Prof Gopal Krishna Dhali, Professor & Head, School of Digestive and Liver Diseases,

   IPGME&R, Kolkata 700020

Accepted  March 17, 2015
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portal hypertension in two cases from Chandigarh, India11.

However, we previously reported the largest series show-

ing significant involvement of the liver in the form of non-

cirrhotic portal fibrosis among people drinking arsenic con-

taminated water12.  Such high incidence of liver involvem-

ent  among chronic arsenicosis individuals is not reported

from elsewhere. It is not clear whether iron potentiates ar-

senic induced liver injury.

    In this report, we  have attempted to study the influence

of iron overload in arsenic induced liver injury in an animal

model using BALB/c mice. The present study shows iron

overload significantly increase liver injury.

Materials and Methods:

Male BALB/c mice of 8-9 weeks weighing 22 to 24

g were procured from National Center for Laboratory Ani-

mal Sciences (NCLAS), Hyderabad, India. The mice were

housed at the animal facility centre of the Institute of Post-

graduate Medical Education and Research, Kolkata, with

free access of mouse chow (NCLAS) and water. All pro-

cedures were performed according to the recommenda-

tions of the institutional animal care committee.

Animal treatment–Experiments were carried out by oral

administration of AsIII (6 mg/kg body weight) to mice for 4

months. Such feeding was done six days in a week. Con-

trol experiments were carried out concurrently by feeding

arsenic free water to the control mice. Animals were sacri-

ficed 24 hours after the last dose of AsIII administered.

In an additional experiment, ferrocen (Sigma; Cal:

F40-8) 10  µg/day per mouse was supplemented daily with

their feed with or without administration of arsenic for four

months and was sacrificed after 24 hours as described

above. Ferrocen was added to thediet of the animal to

overload iron in these animals.

Determination of hepatotoxicity and pathologic

evaluation– The activities of serum ALT were measured

with a commercial kit according to the manufacturer's in-

structions. Formalin fixed liver tissues were processed and

stained with haematoxylin and eosin to assess steatosis,

inflammation and necrosis. Further, apoptosis was evalu-

ated by terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase mediated

dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL) assay in paraffin em-

bedded sections as described by manufacturer.

Hepatic biochemical assays– Liver triglyceride concen-

tration of liver homogenates was measured using a spec-

trophotometric kit from Sigma Diagnostics (St Louis, MO).

Reduced glutathione (GSH) and oxidised glutathione

(GSSG) content in liver were measured enzymatically at

412 nm13,14. Lipid peroxidation in liver homogenate was as-

sessed by their content of thiobarbituric acid reactive sub-

stances (TBARS)15. Protein content was estimated by the

method as described by Bradford et al16. Hepatic triglyc-

eride content was determined in the liver extract using com-

mercially available kit.

Markers of hepatic stellate cell activation– Total RNA

was extracted from mouse livers using TRIzol reagent. The

reverse transcription was performed on 90 ng - 1µ g of

total RNA using AMV RT-PCR kit according to

manufacturer's direction. Subsequently, polymerase chain

reaction (PCR) of  PDGF-Râ was carried out using mouse

specific primers (forward primer 5'-

AGCACCTACCTGCCTCTGAA-3',   reverse primer 5'-

GCACGGCAGTGTAGAGAACA-3').

Apoptosis was evaluated by terminal

deoxynucleotidyl transferase mediated dUTP nick end

labelling (TUNEL) assay in paraffin embedded sections as

described by manufacturer.

Hydroxyproline content  in liver–For  hydroxyproline

measurements, five hundred mg of liver tissue were

homogenised in 9 ml of water; 2.5 ml of this homogenate

were mixed with an equal volume of 12 N HCl, hydrolysed

at 110°C for 16 to 20 hours and the liver hydroxyproline

and collagen content were determined by the method used

by Frizzel et al17.

Estimation of tissue arsenic content – Liver tissues ob-

tained from different experimental schedules were immedi-

ately frozen and preserved until analysed by atomic ab-

sorption spectroscopy. Arsenic was analysed using a method

based on that of Atallah and Kalman18 following an alkali

induced sample digestion procedure.
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Fig 1 –  Microphotograph Showing Arsenic (6 mg/kg

body weight) (A and B) and Arsenic Iron Induced Liver

Injury (C and D)

Statistical analysis–Data are expressed as mean±SD.

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software

(SPSS 7.5 for windows; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). Inter-

group differences were analysed using one-way ANOVA.

A p-value of <0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

Results and Discussion:

The previous studies showed evidence of hepatic oxi-

dative stress and mitochondrial injury in early phase of ar-

senic exposure in mice19. Further, long term exposure of

arsenic also caused oxidative degeneration in the liver20.

However, an evidence of hepatic adaptation against arsenic

exposure was noted in mice till six months of arsenic expo-

sure after an early phase of injury21. Transition metal ions,

especially iron, which frequently have unpaired electrons,

are excellent catalysts and play a decisive role in the gen-

eration of the very reactive species from the less reactive

ones, for instance by catalysing the formation of hydroxyl

radicals,  from reduced forms of O
2
.  Arsenic is known to

produce reactive oxygen species during the process of its

metabolism. To know whether, iron accentuates the for-

mation of reactive oxygen species in presence of arsenic

which potentates the toxicity of arsenic, we designed a study

in which a group of mice were cotreated with iron and ar-

senic. The dose of iron was selected in such a way that

administration of iron alone would hardly show any signs of

liver injury. Initially the study was planned for six months.

But due to high mortality of the iron- arsenic group of ani-

mals in spite of very low dose of iron, we decided to sacri-

fice them early. The mortality rate of iron and arsenic

cotreated mice was 40% after 4 months of treatment; al-

though all the animals belonged to control, arsenic and iron

treated groups were alive.

Serum ALT, a marker of liver injury, of arsenic or

iron treated mice was found to be comparable to that of

the control mice. But when iron is cotreated with arsenic, it

synergistically elevated serum ALT level (Table 1) that is

indicative of aggravated liver injury due to cotreatment.

Arsenic iron cotreatment generates more oxidative stress

compared to that of control, arsenic or iron treated groups

as evident from the hepatic GSSG level and TBAR con-

tent. After 4 months of exposure, there is significant deple-

tion of hepatic GSH with subsequent increase in GSSG

level (Table 1). Tissue TBARS level, a marker of lipid per

oxidation was also found to be increased in the iron arsenic

cotreated group (Table 1).

Further, arsenic iron cotreatment caused increased

deposition of arsenic in the liver tissue of the mice (Table 2)

probably due to increased depletion of hepatic GSH level.

Increased accumulation of arsenic in the liver of arsenic

iron cotreated mice at 4 months may be due to depletion of

hepatic GSH content. For metabolism of inorganic arsenic,

GSH is required for methylation to monomethylarsonic  acid

and dimethylarsenic acid. Once inorganic arsenic is depos-

ited in the liver, it may produce a continuous oxidative stress

and initiate biochemical damage in the liver, the main site of

its xenobiotic metabolism.

Liver histology revealed steatosis and focal necrosis

along with focal inflammation in the arsenic iron cotreated

group, while arsenic exposed animals hardly showed any

signs of lesion (Fig 1 A &C, H&E, x10&B&D,H&E,x40).

Hepatic steatosis in arsenic-iron cotreated group was fur-

ther confirmed by significant increase of hepatic triglycer-

ide content (Table 2) compared to animals of the other

groups. Liver cell apoptosis is an important mechanism for

IRON OVERLOAD POTENTIATES ARSENIC-INDUCED LIVER INJURY  –  GHATAK  ET  AL     13



Table 1 – Serum ALT and Hepatic Oxidative Stress Markers Levels

 * p < 0.05

Table 2 – Hepatic Arsenic, Triglyceride, Per cent of Apoptosis and Collagen Content in Different Groups

of Experimental Animals

 * p < 0.05

hepatocyte elimination and is a useful biomarker to monitor

injury severity. It was observed increased apoptotic hepa-

tocytes as evident by increased percentage of TUNEL

positive nuclei in arsenic-iron cotreated mice compared to

other groups (Table 2).

Hepatic collagen content was also significantly in-

creased in iron arsenic cotreated mice (Table 2). Hepatic

collagen content was also found to be increased signifi-

cantly in arsenic iron cotreated group indicating that iron

cotreatment potentates the injury even at a sub-toxic dose.

It  is presumed that as iron generates oxidative  stress within

the liver, the decrease in the reduced glutathione level may

cause  increased deposition of arsenic within the liver.  Fur-

ther, there was also evidence of mRNA expression of PDGF
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Parameters Groups 

Control 

(n= 10) 

Arsenic                         

(n= 10) 

Iron                     

(n= 10) 

Arsenic + iron 

(n = 6) 

Arsenic content 

(µg/g of tissue) 

0.048 ± 0.003 3.24 ± 0.72 0.039 ± 0.002 5.47 ± 0.45* 

 

Triglycerides 

(µg/mg protein) 

83.23 ± 4.80 80.89 ± 4.18 81.89 ± 3.69 260.45 ± 21.23* 

 

Apoptosis (%) 0.63 ±  0.45 1.44 ± 0.42 1.34 ± 0.32 12.31 ±  2.95* 

Collagen content) 

(µg/mg protein)                    

42.45 ± 3.45 44.28 ± 5.46 47.32 ± 4.28 68.98  ± 8.45* 

 

Parameters Groups 

Control  

(n = 10) 

Arsenic                           

(n = 10) 

Iron                            

(n= 10) 

Arsenic + iron  

(n = 6) 

Serum ALT (IU/l)     26.50 ± 5.07 28.62 ± 8.05         28.12 ± 8.70      68.37  ± 11.27* 

GSH (µmol/g of tissue) 9.43 ± 0.87 9.89  ± 1.02  9.53 ± 0.92         7.08  ± 1.7 * 

GSSG (nmol/g of tissue) 185 ± 19.62           256 ± 22.45          225 ± 18.75         458  ± 31.27* 

TBARs (nmol/mg protein) 1.36 ± 0.21 1.43 ± 0.35          1.37 ± 0.28 2.36 ± 0.48* 

(2.2 folds)  in arsenic iron cotreated mice at the end of 4

months compared to other groups, indicating perpetuation

of stellate cells at an early phase. However, we did not find

mRNA expression of α-SMA and TGF- β in the liver tis-

sues of iron arsenic cotreated mice. Further, detailed study

on the activation of hepatic stellate cells in arsenic-iron

cotreated animals is needed to make confirmation.
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Pattern of Human Cranial Sutures –  A Study in the Eastern Region of

India

Introduction:

      The present study investigates the pattern of human cra-

nial sutures in dry adult crania. Cranial sutures-their ap-

pearance, closure and patterns are of particular interest for

both paleodemography and forensic medicine. This is im-

portant for studies concerning  genetics, growth, and de-

velopment in man, and particularly those concerning the

human-environmental relationships that occurred in ancient,

skeletally documented populations1.

     Several authors2-6 developed morphoscopic and

morphoscopic morphometric methods for the study of

Originals and PapersOriginals and PapersOriginals and PapersOriginals and PapersOriginals and Papers
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sutural patterns of the cranial vault from embryological,

comparative, and systematic perspectives. Those methods

classify the sutures either according to the formation of the

bone which they connect eg, dentate, squamous, and har-

monic7 or descriptively by their exocranial appearance.

      Frassetto8 differentiated sutural paterns as linear, undu-

late, serrate, dentate, meandric, and labyrinthic for various

segments of sutures separately. Oppenheim6  stressed the

fact that complicated sutural patterns generally occur in those

areas where early connection of neighbouring bones takes
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place.

      Moss and Young9 emphasised that sutures have to be

considered as existing within the matrix of soft tissues within

which they develop as adjoining areas of the calvarial bones.

Experimental data have indicated that sutural morphology

is the response to extrinsic forces which "appear to act

through the fibrous structures of the neurocranial capsule"10.

More recently, transplantation experiments in rats showed

that sutural structures are genetically determined, but that

environmental factors (forces deriving from cranial growth

or from other processes such as brain growth) are required

for the manifestation and development of their adult mor-

phology11.

     Hauser et al1 studied the sutural patterns of 35 males

and 35 females' recent, adult skulls in Rome. The coronal

and lambdoid sutures were scored. In both these sutures,

the diversity in size and shape for each of the three seg-

ments was analytically documented by the frequencies of

occurrence and by the distribution patterns of the three cri-

teria adopted with their categories. They observed hetero-

geneity within each suture, a certain relationship among cor-

responding sections and between the three criteria and gen-

eral differences between the sutures. There was a predomi-

nance of symmetry and a slight grade of sexual dimorphism.

However, no mention was made regarding the presence of

sutural bones.

Materials and Methods:

       A cross-sectional observational study was undertaken

for a period of one year on 111 dry adult human crania (60

males and 51 females) selected from the musea of the de-

partment of anatomy from all the government medical col-

leges of Kolkata, department of forensic medicine & toxi-

cology, RG Kar Medical College Kolkata and department

of anthropology, University of Calcutta.

       Dry adult human crania with no observable craniofa-

cial abnormalities belonging to the late 19th century till death

as per available records were chosen for the study. Data

from Krogman and Iscan12 were used to differentiate be-

tween male and female crania. Forty-three male crania and

34 female crania had sutural bones.

Sutural patterns were studied separately for each

cranium according to the method proposed by Hauser et

al1 for the coronal, lambdoid and sagittal sutures. Since a

suture is not homogeneous throughout its length, each of

the three sutures was first subdivided into sections as

described by Oppenheim6 (Fig 1 & Table 1).

 The method of Hauser et al1 was then applied to each

such section of each suture and the score was determined

by inspection. Three criteria were used - First criterion:

maximal shape extension (MSE), second criterion: basic

configuration (BC), third criterion: secondary protrussion

(SP) (Table 2).

      These three criteria together characterise each section

of a suture. For coronal and lambdoid sutures which are

present bilaterally the maximum score which was common

to both sides was chosen for each section (Tables 3 & 4).

For sagittal suture (present in the midline) again, maximum

score was chosen for each section (Table 5). Wherever

sutural bones were encountered the section was scored

only for the region where suture was present. Although all

Fig 1 – Showing Various Sutures (from Oppenheim6) PBP:

Coronal suture; BL: Sagittal suture; ALA: Lambdoid

suture; A/ A’: Asterion; B: Bregma; L: Lambda; P/P’:

Pterion; S: Stephanion; PA: Pars asterica; PB: Pars

bregmatica; PC: Pars complicata; PL: Pars lambdica;

PT: Pars temporalis; O: Obelion; V: Vertex
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Table 1– Sections of the Sutures Considered in the Study (Oppenheim6)

scores were recorded during the study, the maximum score

present bilaterally or in the midline were chosen for the

purpose of this paper as in the opinion of the authors it

would give an idea about sutural patterns in majority of

crania.

Results:

The sutural patterns in the present study are almost

similar in crania with and without sutural bones.  The  exc-

eptions are: (1) For the coronal suture (Table 3) females

had identical scores for both types of crania. For males

scores were different only in the PT (2 and 3) and PC (3

and 4) segments for MSE and SP criteria respectively in

the two types of crania. (2) For the lambdoid suture (Table

4) scores were different in the PA segment both for MSE

(4 and 5) and SP (1 and 4) criteria in females. Scores were

different in the PA (3 and 4) and PL (2 and 3) segments for

MSE and SP criteria respectively in males. (3) For the sag-

ittal suture (Table 5) scores were different in the V (4 and

3) and O (2 and 1) segments for MSE and BC criteria

respectively in females. Males were more heterogeneous

with score differences in the PB (3 and 2) and V (3 and 2)

segments for MSE, PB (2 and 1) and V (3 and 2) seg-

ments for BC and PB (2 and 1) segment for SP criteria.

Discussion:

     The present findings are similar to those of Hauser et

al1 with minor exceptions. This is despite the fact that we

have scored coronal, lambdoid and sagittal sutures both in

crania with and without sutural bones. Hauser et al1 stud-

ied only coronal and lambdoid sutures and there was no

mention of sutural bones.

       Both studies have the following in common:

(1)  Sutural patterns are mostly symmetrical.

(2)  Large (score 5) and excessive (score 6) shape exten-

sions are absent in coronal and sagittal sutures while only

the latter type (score 6) is absent in lambdoid sutures.

(3)  Narrow looped basic configuration (score 5) is pre-

dominant in coronal and lambdoid sutures but the widely

dentate one (score 2) is more common in sagittal suture.

(4)   Strongly expressed secondary protrussion (score 4) is

dominant in coronal and lambdoid sutures but the weakly

expressed variety (score 2) is  more common in the sagittal

suture.

      Differences observed between the two studies (present

and that of Hauser et al1) are:
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Name of 

the suture 

Name of the section with description Extent 

Coronal 

Pars bregmatica (PB) – simple pattern From Bregma to PC 

Pars complicata (PC) – more complicated 

pattern 

From end of PB to stephanion 

Pars temporalis (PT) – less complicated pattern From stephanion to pterion 

Lambdoid 

Pars lambdica (PL) – less complicated pattern 
From lambda to a fairly marked angle 

Pars media (PM) – more complicated pattern From the fairly marked angle to the 

beginning of a simpler part 

Pars asterica (PA) – simple pattern  From end of PM to asterion 

 

Sagittal 

Pars bregmatica (PB) – simple pattern From bregma to the beginning of the 

rather complicated pattern 

Vertex (V) – rather complicated pattern From end of PB to beginning of O in the 

area of greatest height of the skull 

Obelion (O) –with a simple pattern Interforaminal part 17-20 mm in length 

between V and PL 

Pars lambdica (PL) – rather complicated pattern From end of O to lambda 

 



Table 2 – The Three Criteria Used in the Study

(Hauser et al 1)
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segment for MSE criterion was 3 for males and 2 for fe-

males (Table 3). These were 1 both for males and females

in the study conducted by Hauser et al1.

(2)   For the coronal suture in crania without sutural

bones the maximum score which was present  bilaterally

in the PB segment for SP criterion  was 1 for males and

Table 3 – Pattern of Coronal Sutures as per

Score

[Figures in the parenthesis indicate findings of Hauser

et al 1]

Name of the 

criterion 

Description Score Illustration 

Maximal 

shape 

extension 

(MSE) 

(breadth of the 

pattern) 

Minimun 

three required 

in each section 

of each suture 

Absent 
 

1 
 

Trace (extension 

upto 1mm) 
2  

Small (extension 

from 1-3 mm) 
3  

Medium 

(extension from 

3-6 mm) 

4 
 

Large (extension 

from 6-10 mm) 
5 

 

Excessive 

(extension of 10 

mm and above 

6 
 

Basic 

configuration 

(BC) 

Simple 
 

1 
 

Broad dentate 2 
 

Broad looped 3 
 

Narrow dentate 4  

Narrow looped 5 
 

Secondary 

protrusion 

(SP) 

Minimun two 

main 

protrusions 

must be 

affected  in 

each section 

of each suture 

Absent 
 

1  

Weakly 

expressed 

(distinguishable, 

amplitudes less 

than one-tenth of 

the primary) 

2  

Well expressed 

(distinct,  

amplitudes more 

than one-tenth of 

the primary) 

3  

Strongly 

expressed 

(primary and 

secondary 

protrusions are 

interlocked) 

4 
 

 

Coronal 

sutures 

Male 

_____________ 

Female 

_____________ 
Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

PB 3  3  3  3  

PC 4  4 4 4 

PT 2  3 (1) 2 2 (1) 

Criterion : MSE 

 

Male 

_____________ 

Female 

_____________ 
Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

PB 1 1 2 2 

PC 5 5 5 5 

PT 2 2 2 2 

 Criterion : BC  

 

Male 

_____________ 

Female 

_____________ 
Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

PB 1 1 (2) 2 2 (1) 

PC 3 4 4 4 

PT 1 1 1 1 

 Criterion : SP  

 

(1)   For the coronal suture in crania without sutural bones

the maximum score which was present bilaterally in the PT

2 for females (Table 3). These were 2 for males and 1 for

females in the study conducted by Hauser et al1.
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(3)   For the lambdoid suture in crania without sutural bones

the maximum score which was present bilaterally in the PA

segment for MSE criterion was 4 for males and 5 for fe-

males (Table 4). These were 3 for males and 4 for females

in the study conducted by Hauser et al1.

(4)   For the lambdoid suture in crania without sutural bones

the maximum score which was present bilaterally in the PA

segment for BC criterion was 5 both for males and females

Table 4 – Pattern of Lambdoid Suture

[Figures in the parenthesis indicate findings of Hauser et al1]

Table 5 – Pattern of Sagittal Suture

(Table 4). These were 2 both for males and females in the

study conducted by Hauser et al1.

(5)   For the lambdoid suture in crania without sutural bones

the maximum score which was present bilaterally in the PL

segment for SP criterion was 3 for males (Table 4) whereas

it was 2 in the study conducted by Hauser et al1. For the

same suture in crania without sutural bones the maximum

Sagittal 

Suture 

Male 

_____________ 

Female 

_____________ 
Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

PB 3 2 3 3 

V 3 2 4 3 

O 2 2 2 2 

PL 4 4 4 4 

Criterion: MSE 

 

Male 

_____________ 

Female 

_____________ 
Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

PB 2 1 2 2 

V 3 2 2 2 

O 2 2 2 1 

PL 2 2 3 2 

Criterion: BC 

 

Male 

_____________ 

Female 

_____________ 
Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

PB 2 1 2 2 

V 2 2 2 2 

O 2 2 1 1 

PL 2 2 2 2 

Criterion: SP 

 

Lambdoid 

suture 

Male 

_____________ 

Female 

_____________ 
Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

PL 4 4 4 4 

PM 5 5 5 5 

PA 3 4 (3) 4 5 (4) 

Criterion : MSE 

 

Male 

_____________ 

Female 

_____________ 
Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

PL 3 3 3 3 

PM 5 5 5 5 

PA 5 5 (2) 5 5 (2) 

Criterion : BC 

 

Male 

_____________ 

Female 

_____________ 
Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

with 

sutural 

bones 

Crania 

without 

sutural 

bones 

PL 2 3 (2) 2 2 

PM 4 4 4 4 

PA 1 1 1 4 (1) 

Criterion : SP 

 



score which was present bilaterally in the PA segment for

SP criterion was 4 for females (Table 4) whereas it was 1

in the study conducted by Hauser et al1.

      The  absence of great differences in sutural patterns

between crania with and without sutural bones can be ex-

plained by the observation of Oudhof11. The environmental

factors determine the adult morphology act similarly on all

crania in a particular region. Minor variations observed may

be due to the differing genetic make-up between

populations.
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1. Biobanking:

Biobanks are central to translational research and have

contributed to frequent advancements in our understanding

and treatment of disease. As described by Watson et al,

biobanks are collections of biospecimens and patient data.

Biospecimens eg, blood and body fluids, tissues and their

derivatives collected for therapy and/or research are usually

obtained from the public who become patients in the health

care system1. These patients donate biospecimens during

hospitalisation, which accrued by biobanks are processed

and preserved in a variety of ways to support different

research and/or at a progressive rate therapeutic

applications. Annotation encompasses documentation of the

biospecimens’ composition associated with the patient

history, circumstance, cure and outcome. To insure the

integrity of the banked specimens, three criteria must be: i)

Purity/authenticity, ideally confirmed before and after

asservation, ii) assignment of patient history, which has to

be updated with prospective hospitalisation, and iii)

constancy,  including repeated sample validation and quality

control2-4. Generally, if material is used for therapy,

principles of current Good Manufacturing Practices

(cGMP) are applied for the entire process from collection

to freezing, storage, transportation and thawing of the

material5. Sample purity and authenticity is essential to evade

incorrect data or performance of the sample. Authenticity

is usually determined by testing stable phenotypic or

genotypic characteristics. The value of each collected

sample is strongly reliant on the associated dataset that is

the health-history of the donor. Consequently, the database

collection should be based on a health-history with

continuous updates.  It is a serious concern as cell cultures

and cell lines are known to undergo irreversible changes if

cultured, especially in unproven maintenance media for long

periods6. It is essential that biobanks sustain quality control
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to ensure that stored and distributed samples maintain their

characteristics7 (for protocols see3). The precise quality

control procedure varies depending on the particular

characteristics of the type of culture. This can be achieved

through the adoption of working practices including

establishment of master and working banks. These

requirements have been outlined in best practice guidelines

for culture collections such as ISBER’s ‘Best Practices for

Repositories: Collection, Storage, Retrieval and Distribution

of Biological Materials for Research’8.

2. Cryogenic Approaches:

Cryopreservation by freezing or vitrification is a

reasonable option and usually the method of choice for

biobanks to preserve samples, an approach based on the

principle that biological, chemical and physical processes

are effectively preserved at cryogenic temperatures4,9. The

difficulty of developing high-viability cryopreservation

procedures becomes apparent when one considers the

hostile environment to which cells and tissues are subjected

during freezing. When the temperature drops from +37°C

to -196°C, over 95% of cell water can be lost. The

electrolyte concentration inside and outside the cells can

increase by several orders of magnitude relative to isotonic

conditions. Concentrated organic solvents in the freezing

media permeate the cells and ice crystals intercalate the

tissue and mechanically deform cells. In addition, ice may

form inside and outside cells, disrupting intracellular

structures and cell membranes, respectively. The key factors

influencing the degree of dehydration achieved include the

rate of cooling, the temperature of ice nucleation and the

terminal transfer temperature. Successful traditional and

controlled rate freezing requires the careful application and

choice of colligate cryoprotectants which reduce the

‘solution’ effects, resulting in a lower optimal cooling rate

and generally increasing the maximum survival levels

obtained9. Although chemically defined non-toxic

cryopreservation media should be used, the benchmark

method for human cell cryopreservation employs either

media containing human or fetal bovine serum or serum

alone, as well as cell permeating cryoprotective molecules

such as dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) at high concentrations.

DMSO is an amphipathic molecule and besides causing

adverse effects and toxicity to patients10, may cause

unexpected changes in cell fate11. It is well established that

DNA methylation and acethylation control mammalian

development and cellular differentiation12. DMSO most

likely affects these epigenetic changes by acting on one or

more DNA methyltransfereases and histone-modifying

enzymes13. A non-toxic and non-permeating alternative

cryoprotectant, especially for prospective human therapeutic

interventions, is trehalose, a glucose disaccharide which has

been shown to improve the stability of cells during freezing14.

The major problem in using disaccharides is the

impermeability of the plasma membrane leading to

considerable difficulties in introducing high concentrations

of the polymer into the cell cytoplasm15. To increase the

intracellular trehalose content, anionic liposomes have been

used as a vector vehicle16,17. The mechanism by which these

cryoprotective agents protect cells against stress

encountered during cryopreservation is not known, but it is

assumed that permeating cryoprotectants reduce cell injury

due to solution effects by reducing potentially harmful

concentrations of electrolytes in the cell9. Furthermore,

protection against intracellular ice formation has been

attributed to the colligate effects of cryoprotectant

chemicals18. In high concentrations, cryoprotective additives

result in an increased viscosity of the extra- and intracellular

solutions, and thus dramatically reduce the rates of ice

nucleation and crystal growth. This is the basis for

vitrification protocols which employ very large

concentrations of additives (6-9 M) in order to suppress

ice formation during cryopreservation19. Vitrification is

increasingly applied as an alternative cryogenic approach

to conserve cell and tissue samples. Vitrification occurs

when the viscosity of any solution reaching a sufficiently

high value that causes the suspension to behave like a solid,

but without crystallization, that is, to become an amorphous

glass. The elevated viscosities may be achieved by

evaporative desiccation with osmotic dehydration and the

use of penetrating cryoprotectants. Vitrification is critically

dependent upon the formation of a stable glassy state on

both cooling and thawing. Recurring thawing steps, in

particular during sample loading processes can be a

significant problem on storage if cryostat temperatures

cannot be guaranteed20-22. In some cases, spontaneous

devitrification with ice formation can occur at temperatures

above -135°C. In general, statements regarding unaltered
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cell-viability of cryopreserved samples are often based on

an assumption that their storage temperature will be

constantly maintained at the temperature of liquid nitrogen

(-196°C). Firstly, material stored in the vapor-phase of

nitrogen, of the most frequently used cryocontainer to avoid

cross-contamination, does not necessarily achieve this

temperature or exhibit a varying temperature gradient.

Secondly, individuals searching for stored material very

seldom move preserved samples into ambient temperatures

even for brief periods, which, if repeated over time, lead to

loss of viability. In order to assure the long-term viability of

stored cells and tissues, it should be imperative that storage

areas are technically well endowed and controlled, which

guarantees a sustained cryogenic cooling-chain.

3. Private and Public Biobanking:

Biobanks differ in concept and clients, from private to

public, from clinical, including pathology archives to

research cohorts. Research biobanks exist in many formats

from population biobanks to disease-focused biobanks. An

escalating demand for biospecimens is resulting in the

transformation of biobanking from conducted by individuals,

into a complex institutional activity. The emerging field of

tissue engineering has identified product storage as a

prerequisite for commercialization of tissue engineered cell

based implants23. The market biobanking has expanded to

embrace a range of specialized components including

economic models, bioinformatics, equipment, policies and

personnel with defined functions. This means that

biobanking, which was once an activity mostly limited to

individuals, has now evolved largely outside clinical

departments as a self-contained authority4. However,

although appropriate staff training is very important, the

implementation of the occupational area ‘Biobanker’ is still

in the state of infancy. Since the 1990s, public and

commercial blood banks cryopreserve cord blood units for

different purposes worldwide24. Umbilical cord blood, which

will be donated to public blood banks, as with the private

storage, will be prepared, cryopreserved and stored. The

exact properties of the ‘drug’ umbilical cord blood - such

as tissue compatibility, cell amount, cell viability and other -

are fed into a worldwide computer network and can be

retrieved by the recipient hospitals and compared with the

data of potential recipients. If umbilical cord blood is

donated to public blood banks via a global distribution

system [eg, The Netcord Foundation25 or Bone Marrow

Donors Worldwide (BMDW)26] it is available for any

diseased child, also for patients, which have stored their

umbilical cord blood privately. The BMDW organisation

combines participants of 43 cord blood banks from 25

countries. The current number of banked cord blood units

in the BMDW database is reaching almost 0.5 Million units.

In contrast to commercial blood banks, public blood banks

may struggle with organizational difficulties, resulting from

a lack of financial resources. While private companies

finance production, transportation and storage of cord blood

specimens with their income, non-profit blood banks are

restricted to public funding and donations. Therefore

donation is only possible in few, mostly to public cord blood

banks affiliated hospitals due to high costs of transportation

and sample processing.  Commercial companies offer

families the preservation and storage of cord blood during

20-25 years within a range of private financing of EUR

800-2500. It is estimated that more than 2 Million umbilical

cord blood units are banked privately worldwide24, which

is mainly a result of an efficient logistic- and an intensive

advertising system. Commercial companies advertise with

the argument of the “private provision” or the “biological

life insurance” for the individual storage. If a sibling suffers

from leukemia or similar disease privately stored cord blood

can be used therapeutically. Cord blood can then be used

as an allogeneic, means exogenous ‘directed donation’ for

the sibling24.  Further, commercial blood banks advertise

that private storage will render the possibility of treatment

of rising numbers of diseases with cord blood stem cells in

the future, based on prospective establishments in the field

of regenerative medicine. Regenerative medicine comprises

both cell therapy and tissue engineering. Attempts to use

stem cells eg, similar to leukemic therapy, focus on the

transfusion of systemic administered cells via the

bloodstream, in order to make their way into the diseased

organs and replace or support the damaged cells. The wish

is to heal many diseases in the future: i) In diabetic patients

the insulin-producing pancreatic cells could be renewed by

new autologous functional pancreatic-like cells, ii)
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paraplegics could be injected with new nerve cells and thus

renewing the damaged spinal cord, iii) another approach is

the bio-engineering of organ-like or tissue-like implants in

the laboratory, a procedure known as tissue engineering27.

Many strategies have been applied in recent years to replace

eg, cartilage28,29, bone30, or skin31 using cell-based

constructs. Using viable autologous replacement materials

for the repair of congenital cardiovascular malformations

will improve the current used synthetic prostheses, which

are associated with adverse side-effects such as life-long

anticoagulation therapy, increased risks for infections and

thromboembolism.  One of the most disadvantageous side-

effect for infants and children is that synthetic implants lack

the possibility of remodelling and growth. Particularly,

pediatric cardiovascular tissue engineering represents a

promising approach focusing on the pre- or perinatal

fabrication of viable autologous materials with growth,

repair, and regeneration capabilities ready for use at or after

birth to prevent secondary damage to the immature heart32,33.

Pre- or perinatal autologous cell sources, eg, derived from

amniotic fluid34, chorionic villi35, amniotic membranes36, or

umbilical cord blood37,38 are prerequisites for these

prospective therapies. Most likely, data from clinical trails

will be available in 5 to 10 years, so the assessment of

many scientists. However, it has to be proven, whether the

long-term storage of cord blood stem cells has an influence

of their survival. Mesenchymal stem cells could not or very

restrictively be isolated from cryopreserved umbilical cord

blood in contrast to hematopoetic stem cells or endothelial

progenitor cells39,40.

There exists a public discussion which is focused on

the question: Should cord blood stem cells be stored

individually and used for private purposes only or should

the public cord blood be donated to the principal benefit of

all people demanding it for health reasons? How can this

conflict be solved?

The current boom of private cord blood banks has

rather parallel developed in the 1990s into a social situation

characterized by severe cuts in health care and the

privatization of social responsibility. The promise of a

‘biological life insurance’ or a ‘vigilance for life’ meets the

reasonable desire of young parents to protect life and health

of their child the best possible way and partly on the

comprehensible apprehension that the statutory health

insurance will not meet and guarantee complete protection.

The donation of umbilical cord blood is in the literature

considered as medically appropriate24,41. Unlike privately

autologous stored umbilical cord blood, allografts are used

under certain conditions as a therapeutic alternative to bone

marrow transplants or transplants from peripheral blood.

The specific characteristics of allogeneic cord blood stem

cells – they are not burdened with pathogens (eg,

cytomegalovirus or Epstein-Barr virus) and on the other

hand to possess the ability to destroy leukemic cells of the

recipient’s body – makes them interesting for leukemic

therapy and the treatment of other immune and blood

diseases in children. Its therapeutic limitations of poor

engraftment as well as its scarcity restricts of broader use

of umbilical cord blood derived stem cells to their

application in pediatric care used for less than 2% of stem

cell transplantations. Side effects, including the delayed

growth leads to almost twice as high healthcare associated

mortality and morbidity for cord blood transplants compared

to stem cell transplants from bone marrow. However, it

should be noted that transplantation of allogenic umbilical

cord blood is under certain conditions the only option.

4. Cardiovascular Tissue Engineering:

In 1993, Langer and Vacanti defined the term ‘tissue

engineering’ as an interdisciplinary field, applying the

principles and methods of engineering to the development

of biological substitutes that can restore, maintain or further

improve tissue formation27. According to this pre-definition

two principle strategies have been established to create living

autologous heart valve replacements. One requires an in

vitro conditioning phase generating the valvular substitute

ex vivo27. This traditional tissue engineering paradigm

comprises the isolation and expansion of cells from the

patient, subsequent seeding onto an appropriate scaffold

matrix, in vitro tissue formation and finally, re-implantation

into the donor patient. This paradigm, further referred to as

the in vitro tissue engineering concept, is being employed

as the principal approach for heart valve tissue engineering

and is aimed at full development of the tissue substitute ex
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vivo. The second approach of in situ heart valve tissue

engineering circumvents the in vitro tissue culture phase by

straight implantation of natural tissue-derived heart valve

matrices, aiming at potential cell ingrowth and ongoing

remodeling in vivo42.

According to the approach of in vitro tissue

engineering, the successful ex vivo fabrication of autologous

living heart valve replacements similar to the native

counterpart is supported by three main elements: i)

Autologous cells that resemble their native prototype in

phenotype and functionality are isolated and expanded using

standard cell culture techniques, ii) These cells are seeded

onto a temporary biodegradable supporter matrix fabricated

in the shape of a trileaflet heart valve, termed the scaffold,

which promotes tissue strength until the generated ECM

(extracellular matrix) guarantees functionality on its own,

iii) in order to promote tissue formation and maturation, the

seeded scaffolds are then exposed to stimulation transmitted

via a culture medium (biological stimuli) or via mechanical

‘conditioning’ of the tissue in a bioreactor system. This aims

at adequate cellular proliferation, differentiation and ECM

formation to form a living tissue model, called ‘the

construct’. This construct is subsequently implanted

orthotopically as a valvular substitute, and further in vivo

remodeling is intended to recapitulate physiological heart

valve architecture and function32,33,43.

The attempt to develop a scaffold for heart valve tissue

engineering has proceeded along two fronts: i) A biological

matrix material, and ii) a fully synthetic scaffold44. Regardless

of the material of the scaffold matrix, the design of a scaffold

capable of supporting cellular growth and of withstanding

the cardiovascular environment, while forming a tight seal

during leaflet closure, is critical to the success of the tissue

engineered construct. Besides meeting all the standard

design criteria of traditional tissue valves, in which durability

and biocompatibility are effectively passive attributes of the

underlying materials, and selecting the optimal scaffold

material, it requires consideration of the active cellular

behavior in the regulation of tissue growth, remodeling and

homeostasis for fully laying the foundation for clinical

application of the concept. Taken as a whole, the major

goal displays the in vitro generation of a living autologous

tissue engineered heart valve with structural differentiation,

anatomically appropriate and high quality extracellular matrix

(ECM), viable valvular interstitial cells available to adapt to

varying physiological needs and to repair structural injury

by remodeling ECM as well as the capacity to grow with

the patient (reviewed by45,46).

Besides creating living autologous valvular

replacements, an unmet medical need can be seen in creating

growing replacement materials for vascular structures, which

could potentially overcome the limitations of contemporary

artificial vascular prostheses. In particular the fabrication of

tissue engineered conduits for the pulmonary outflow tract

would offer beneficial options for several patient

populations, i.e. those requiring Fontan procedures. Several

studies have been performed, using different cell sources

as well as graft diameters47,48, demonstrating the principal

feasibility of creating autologous tissue engineered vascular

grafts (TEVG). In 2006, Hoerstrup et al demonstrated the

efficacy and safety of using autologous vascular cell based

TEVG, using a long-term ovine animal model up to 100

weeks follow-up49.

5. Obstetrical Cell Sources:

Cardiovascular tissue engineering aims at the

fabrication of viable autologous cardiovascular substitutes

with a thromboresistant surface as well as a viable interstitium

with repair, remodeling and growth capacities. For the repair

of congenital heart defects the tissue engineered construct

would optimally be available when the first corrective

intervention has to be performed to avoid harmful

reoperations. For many pediatric patients this optimal time

window is located at or shortly after delivery. In today’s

clinical setting congenital heart defects are often already

detectable prior to birth by ultrasound examination

performed on a routine basis. Therefore, the perfect

pediatric tissue engineering paradigm would comprise an

antenatal cell harvest, providing time for the in vitro

fabrication of autologous living implants. Ideally, these

constructs would then be ready to be used directly or shortly

after birth to prevent secondary damage to the immature

heart. Consequently, after a prenatal sonographic detection

of a congenital cardiovascular anomaly, the autologous fetal

cells have to be harvested pre- or perinatally to enable the

early fabrication of a tailor-made living autologous
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cardiovascular replacement. Besides umbilical cord tissue,

chorionic villi as well as amniotic fluid-derived cells could

be used for these applications.

5.1 Prenatal cell sources – Amniotic fluid-derived

cells – Amniotic fluid represents a highly attractive fetal cell

source for the pediatric tissue engineering concept as it

enables easy prenatal access to fetal progenitor cells from

all three germ layers using a low-risk procedure50,51. Many

studies have proven the principal feasibility of using human

amniotic fluid-derived cells (AFDCs) for non-cardiovascular

tissue engineering applications52-54.

Schmidt et al, demonstrated for the first time the

feasibility of creating living autologous heart valve leaflets

in vitro, using human amniotic fluid as a single cell source34.

Both cell populations required for the in vitro fabrication

of heart valves, namely mesenchymal-like CD 133-

progenitor cells as well as endothelium-like 133+ progenitor

cells, have been successfully isolated and expanded. With

regard to the expansion of the versatility of these cells also

for adult application, cryopreserved AFDCs haven also been

investigated as a potential life-long available cell source. In

2008, Schmidt et al. showed the successful fabrication of

viable heart valve leaflets in vitro using AFDCs as a

cryopreserved cell source55. Importantly, it has also been

shown, that the differentiation potential as well as stem cell

phenotype is not impaired by the cryopreservation

procedure.

Chorionic Villi-derived cells – The human placenta,

particularly its fetal portion of the chorionic villi, provides

extra-embryonically situated fetal mesenchymal cells,

including adult stem cells. Samples of the chorionic villi are

routinely obtained for prenatal genetic diagnostics by biopsy

using a low risk procedure. These cells might also present

a highly attractive cell source for pediatric tissue engineering

applications as indicated by recent investigations56. In

particular the high amount of cells gained from the donor

organism seems to be a major advantage of this source.

Schmidt et al. first demonstrated the feasibility of this

approach in cardiovascular tissue engineering by using

chorionic villi-derived cells, combined with umbilical cord-

blood derived EPCs, for the fabrication of viable valvular

leaflets in vitro35.

5.2 Perinatal cell sources – Endothelial progenitor

cells –  It has been shown that the presence of endothelium

on cardiovascular surfaces significantly reduces the risk for

both coagulation and inflammatory complications (reviewed

by57). Aside from these common endothelial properties,

recent studies have also indicated a specific role of valvular

endothelial cells in regulating the mechanical properties of

heart valve cusps, suggesting a fundamental importance of

endothelial cells for optimal valve function58. Therefore, to

improve the functional capacities, the tissue engineered heart

valve constructs are usually covered with a layer of

autologous human endothelial cells (ECs) as an anti-

thrombogenic lining59. Fully matured ECs have been isolated

from different vascular donor sources, demonstrating

promising results in heart valve tissue engineering53,60-62.

However, the expansion rate of these harvested ECs is

comparatively slow and the proliferation capabilities are

limited, requiring a large number of ECs to be harvested

for therapeutic use63. In addition, tissue-specific phenotype

expression in ECs varies tremendously from one tissue type

to another64, which might interfere with the appropriate

function of ECs. Beyond that, the harvest of ECs from donor

vessels requires an invasive procedure, which is usually

associated with a substantial risk for the donor. Therefore,

finding a source of rapidly proliferating and ready-to-use

ECs, lacking a tissue-specific phenotypic expression, is of

critical importance. Endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), first

discovered in human peripheral blood by Asahara et al in

1997, have been explored as possible sources of ECs.

These blood-derived endothelial progenitor cells constitute

a highly attractive alternative cell source of ECs,

circumventing the harmful isolation of vascular-derived

cells65. Theoretically, these cells can also be isolated already

prenatally using the well-established method of ultrasound

guided cordocentesis, providing an elegant method of

antenatal EPC harvest. However, more common seems to

be the perinatal isolation of EPCs from umbilical cord

blood66. Multiple groups have established isolation

procedures for umbilical blood-derived EPCs and

characterized these cells according to their angiogenic as

well as colony forming potential67.

In general, EPCs display a rare heterogeneous

population of mononuclear blood cells. Controversy exists

with regard to their phenotype, origin and identification. On
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the whole, there is consensus that EPCs can derive from

bone marrow. However, several other possible sources of

EPCs have been discussed critically, including myeloid cells,

hematopoietic stem cells, other circulating progenitor cells

and circulating mature endothelial cells shed off vessel walls

(reviewed by68-70). Since their discovery, the therapeutic

application and potency of EPCs for cardiovascular

regeneration have been the subjects of intense clinical and

experimental investigation. EPCs have shown to exhibit the

potential to differentiate into mature endothelial cells and to

show distinct regenerative features (reviewed by71). They

have been successfully used for the repair of injured vessels,

neo-vascularization or regeneration of ischemic tissue in

preclinical models72-74 as well as, more recently, early-phase

clinical trials (reviewed by75,76). In addition, the ability of

EPCs to promote revascularization has also been used for

coating of synthetic vascular grafts77, endothelialization of

decellularized grafts in animal models78 and for seeding of

hybrid grafts79.

Schmidt et al demonstrated the feasibility of using

human umbilical cord blood-derived EPCs for the creation

of constant neo-endothelial phenotypes in tissue engineered

cardiovascular replacements80-82. Recently, they also

demonstrated the successful fabrication of biologically

active living heart valve leaflets using prenatally available

human umbilical cord-derived progenitor cells, including

EPCs, as the only cell source37. EPCs, that were isolated

from peripheral blood, showed stabile phenotypes when

they were co-cultured with non-endothelial cells, as well as

when exposed to mechanical stimuli. The extracellular matrix

production of undifferentiated EPCs proved to be

insufficient, even if their differentiation into endothelial cells

on biodegradable scaffolds was observed83.

Overall, EPCs represent a promising cell source for

endothelialization of engineered cardiovascular

replacements, such as heart valves and vascular grafts.

Despite these pioneering studies showing great promise,

the application of EPCs in tissue engineering is still in its

infancy84. In the pediatric setting, the easy accessibility of

umbilical cord-derived EPCs represents a major advantage

for future therapeutic concepts. That is why current research

also increasingly aims at their trans-differentiation into a

mesenchymal, myofibroblast-like phenotype in an effort to

provide new strategies to guide tissue formation in

engineered tissues85 and to ultimately enable blood as a

single cell source for cardiovascular tissue engineering.

Umbilical cord-derived cells – In order to provide

tissue engineered constructs for congenital heart defects

including heart valve disease, alternative cell sources have

been investigated, with particular attention to preserving the

intact vascular donor structure of the new-born patients.

With regard to this approach in the pediatric population,

the umbilical cord may serve as an optimal perinatal

autologous cell source for tissue engineering of

cardiovascular constructs.

In general, the human umbilical cord, as a crucial part

of the embryonic circulation, is composed of two arteries

and one vein embedded in mucoid embryonic connective

tissue, called the Wharton’s jelly86,87. Isolated cells of the

umbilical cord represent a mixed cell population derived

from these tissues88,89. Interestingly, Kobayashi et al

demonstrated that all three of these cell types exhibit

myofibroblast-like characteristics by co-expressing α-SMA

and vimentin90. Additionally, Wang et al identified cells

within the Warton’s jelly expressing significant amounts of

mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) markers, indicating the

existence of mesenchymal progenitor cells87. Ultimately, the

presence of these MSCs, termed umbilical cord matrix

stromal cells (UCMSCs), including their potential of

multilineage differentiation and specific immune properties,

has been confirmed by several groups, suggesting that

UCMSCs represent a promising cell source for

mesenchymal cell-based therapies comprising tissue

engineering91-95. Taken as a whole, the umbilical cord

contains several cell sources that can be utilized for heart

valve tissue engineering: i) SVECs (Standard vascular

endothelial cells) including HUVECs (Human umbilical cord

vein–derived endothelial cells) and HUAECs (Human

umbilical cord artery–derived endothelial cells), ii) HUCMF

(Human umbilical cord-derived myofibroblasts), iii) HUCB-

EPCs (Human umbilical cord blood-derived endothelial

progenitor cells), and iv) HUCB-MSCs (Human umbilical

cord blood-derived mesenchymal stem cells).

At present, only sporadic experience exits with

umbilical cord-derived cells for cardiovascular tissue

engineering. In 1996, Sipehia et al first described the use
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of HUVECs for creating a cell monolayer on artificial

vascular prostheses96. In 2002, human umbilical cord-

derived myofibroblasts were established as a new promising

cell source for cardiovascular tissue engineering and used

for the in vitro fabrication of pulmonary conduits using a

biomimetic culture environment. The morphologic and

mechanical features of the engineered constructs

approximated the native human pulmonary artery, and the

human umbilical cord cells (UCCs) demonstrated excellent

growth properties in culture88. A comparative study of

vascular myofibroblasts isolated from umbilical cord artery

(UCA), umbilical cord vein (UCV), whole umbilical cord

(UCC) and saphenous vein segments (VC) revealed similar

cell growth, morphology and tissue formation with regard

to the cardiovascular tissue engineering approach, implying

a comparable applicability of all cell sources investigated89.

In 2004, Koike et al created a network of long lasting

blood vessels with human endothelial cells derived from

the umbilical cord vein in a three-dimensional fibronectin-

type I collagen gel connected to the mouse circulatory

system, demonstrating its in vivo function up to one year97.

Schmidt et al used differentiated human umbilical cord

blood-derived endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) seeded

on vascular scaffolds for the formation of vascular neo-

tissue in both bio-mimetic and static in vitro environment81.

Next, the successful in vitro generation of living autologous

cardiovascular replacements (patches) based on

myofibroblastic cells derived from Wharton’s jelly and EPCs

derived from umbilical cord blood demonstrated82.

Recently, we were able to optimize the usage of umbilical

cord-derived cells for cardiovascular tissue engineering by

generating functional tissue engineered blood vessels80 and

by ultimately fabricating biologically active heart valve leaflets

in vitro37. Sodian et al demonstrated the use of

cryopreserved human umbilical cord cells (CHUCCs) for

the in vitro fabrication of tissue engineered heart valves98.

Importantly, Wharton’s jelly-derived myofibroblasts

(WMFs) of the engineered valve leaflets exhibited

phenotypic profiles of a fibroblast-myofibroblast lineage,

indicating substantial similarity to native valvular interstitial

cells99. Additionally, WMFs revealed excellent ECM

(Extracellular Matrix) production, in amounts comparable

to that of native tissue and similar to other cells that have

been successfully used for heart valve tissue-engineering

applications60,100, thus making UCCs, as WMFs combined

with umbilical cord-derived EPCs, a highly attractive sole

cell source for pediatric heart valve tissue engineering37.

Overall, the major advantage of UCCs, as an

autologous cell source, is deemed to be the avoidance of

invasive harvesting of intact vascular structures from pediatric

patients and the availability of approximately 25 cm vascular

tissue sections, which allow the isolation of a large amount

of juvenile, fast growing cells for the generation of a sufficient

cell number for scaffold seeding in a short period of time101.

Additional advantages include the possibility to preserve

the postnatal cords by standard cell and tissue banking

technology to obtain an autologous cell pool for the patient’s

lifetime41,100, and the feasibility of isolating EPCs from the

cord vessels102 to create an antithrombogenic endothelial

layer on the tissue engineered constructs, which may be

crucial for their long-term function. Moreover, the presence

of mesenchymal progenitor cells in the Wharton’s jelly of

human umbilical cords with multilineage potential87,93 and

the possibility to obtain these cells prenatally using ultrasound

guided sampling technology, make this cell source even

more attractive87,103. Recently, Sodian et al demonstrated

the use of cryopreserved umbilical cord blood-derived

CD133+ cells as a single cell source for tissue engineering

of heart valves by differentiating them into myofibroblastic

and endothelial lineages104. Even if the differentiation of

MSCs into endothelial cells has been reported105, research

on this topic is still rare. Therefore, it seems questionable

whether these CD133+ cells represent 133+ endothelial

progenitor cells transdifferentiating into mesenchymal cells,

or whether they simply represent highly multipotent 133+

MSCs having the ability to differentiate into endothelial

lineages.

In the end, despite these beneficial properties of UCCs

and the achievements of recent investigations, the fabrication

of autologous pediatric cardiovascular constructs, such as

heart valves and vascular grafts, from umbilical cord tissue

is still at a very early stage of development and a number of

issues remain to be investigated.

6. Outlook:

The feasibility of using cryopreserved cells for
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cardiovascular tissue engineering has been shown as

previously described with amniotic fluid-derived stem cells.

However, certain stem cells and cell strains still cannot be

mesenchymal stem cells appear to be lost post-thaw. Thus,

recovered cell cultures could display altered characteristics

which may diminish their value in research, medicine, and

 

 

 

 
Fig 1 –  (A) Obstetrical cell sources for cardiovascular tissue engineering. Umbilical cord-derived progenitor cells (UCDPCs),

Chorionic villi-derived mesenchymal progenitor cells (CVMPCs), Amniotic fluid-derived progenitor cells (AFDPCs). (B)

Implementation of cryopreservation in cardiovascular tissue engineering. Autologous cells are harvested from the patient,

expanded in vitro and cryopreserved (1). When the optimal time point for the surgical intervention is reached, cells are

thawed and expanded (2). When sufficient numbers are reached, cells are seeded onto a biodegradable scaffold (3). After

a short static phase, the constructs are positioned in a bioreactor (4) and conditioned. When optimal tissue formation is

achieved, tissue engineered constructs (5) are ready for implantation (6).

     Fig 2 –  Macroscopic image of a tissue engineered

heart valve fabricated from human prenatally harvested
amniotic fluid derived and cryopreserved progenitor

cells43.

industrial applications. Not all cell cultures eg, hematopoetic

stem cells are scalable for biomedical research or therapeutic

use.  Mesenchymal stem cell preparations may suffer from

lack of homogeneity and techniques for reliable expansion

assuring the undifferentiated state. Repeated partial freeze-

thaw steps during sample-processing and tank-loadings do

not guarantee a continuous cooling-chain of collocated

samples and unpredictably affect their long-term viability.

Due to long production cycles for larger 3D tissue engineered

grafts, preservation is essential in order to ensure quality

control and the off-the-shelf availability to clinicians. With

regard to the clinical realization of the tissue engineering

concept, the cryopreservation process must require minimal

post-thaw processing by the end-user (clinician). Therefore,

xeno-free or chemically defined cryomedia should be used

instead of animal derived material, and cryoprotective

agents such as DMSO should be used sparingly or even

substituted by non-toxic agents. Vitrification requires the

maintained and cryopreserved unaltered. This has been

observed in human cell preparations for biomedical research

and applications eg, in cord blood banking or bone marrow

preservation. While certain cell types eg, endothelial

progenitor cells, mesenchymal- and hematopoetic stem cells

can be propagated from fresh cell preparations,
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use of rapid freezing and thaw for preservation of cells and

tissues. Its boundaries are often found in cryopreservation

of larger 3D structures eg, by the limitation in temperature

transmission. Traditional cryovials do not directly enclose

the corresponding information of the donor, which makes

mistakes possible during sample-processing. Cryogenic

microchips are beginning to enable new technologies for

non-invasive interrogation of inventories of stored materials.

Biobanks have to provide specialist advice and training,

further governmental and industry support is vital for

prospective developments and expansion of cell-based

therapies in the field of regenerative medicine. Clinically

applicable cryopreservation and biobanking of

therapeutically relevant cells and materials will offer unique

opportunities to advance the potential uses and widespread

implementation for clinical applications. To combine the

possibilities of private and public umbilical cord blood

banking and to support flexible use, the concept of hybrid

banking is used more frequently eg, in England and Germany.

Under this concept, the umbilical cord blood is collected

privately and released only on demand if a sample is

required by a diseased child. The parents or the donor itself

free the sample and get the storage fee reimbursed including

interest from the recipient’s health organisation. This might

cause, that prospective tremendous amounts of privately

banked umbilical cord blood units will be already used in

the near future and account that private banked units are

also available for the public as it is valid vice versa already.
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Abstract:

The objective of the present review paper is to bring together various studies on the safe use of placental

umbilical cord whole blood in various conditions of severe anemia (Hemoglobin <8Gm per 100 ml of blood) in the

background of diseases, like Malaria, Diabetes with varying degree of nephropathy, Leprosy, Tuberculosis, AIDS,

Rheumatoid arthritis, Thalassemia, advanced Malignancy, etc, in paediatric to geriatric age group, many, of them

conducted by the present author.

One such study showed that in case of diabetes with microalbuminuria (Hemoglobin <8Gm per 100 ml of

blood)   the control group was treated with adult whole blood and the rise of hemoglobin (Hgb) after two units of

adult blood transfusion was 1.5 to 1.8 g/dl, as seen after a 72-hour blood sample assessment. In Cord blood

transfused group the rise of Hgb after 72 hours, after a transfusion of two units of freshly collected cord , was .6 g/

dl to 1.5 g/dl.

In another study published in Malaria Journal the   present author showed a similar rise in recipient’s Hgb as

seen after 72 hours but interestingly a second rise of the recipient’s Hgb was uniformly noted in all cases on the 7th

day after transfusion of the cord blood. A univariate analysis using Fisher’s exact test was performed for the

results. The difference between post transfusion  first and second rise  values and its comparison with the pre-

transfusion haemoglobin appeared to be statistically significant (p<less than .003).

This effect could be due to the bone marrow stimulating effect of the different cytokine systems of the placental

blood. These studies show that cord blood can be used as a safe alternative to adult blood. Further studies indicate

that the special components of cord blood, may play a role in immunotherapy. These components are passed on

to the system of the recipient when umbilical cord whole blood is transfused.

There is a possibility that in case of cancer victims who were treated with cord blood transfusions, these CD34

cells of the cord blood kill cancer cells directly during their meeting, or indirectly assist the intrinsic cancer killing

process of the host system by interacting with NK (natural killer) cells .

There are now evidences, as noted in another study, that a rise in the peripheral blood CD34 base level after

transfusion in some cases, which may have positive prognostic or immunotherapeutic implications previously not

dreamt of. It was observed in studies conducted by the present author that where the rise was substantial and

steep followed by a slow decrease over the next few months, there were good prognostic implications, and

similarly no rise of CD34 level even after multiple transfusions of cord blood, appeared to be a very bad prognostic

sign.
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There is a distinct possibility that cord blood transfusion may provide some extra benefits of cell therapy or

cytokine therapy with eventual regeneration impact that is absent in adult blood transfusion, because of its intrinsic

antigenic immaturity and the cytokine support system.

Key words: Cord blood, fetal hemoglobin, placental barrier, Hematopoietic stem cell, Cell therapy, massive wastage,

blood substitute.

Background:

It was William Harvey (1628) who first discovered that

blood flows through the vessels in one direction. Previously

it was believed that blood flows through the vessels forward

and backward, like tides in the sea. In the past 381 years,

scientists have attempted blood transfusion from animals

like dogs, lambs, goats, and calves. Dead soldiers’ blood

or horse’s blood were also used in an attempt to treat

patients; the resulting horrific consequences led the church

and/or the state to intervene and stop further research.

However, there can be no denying the genuine need of blood

or a suitable blood substitute for transfusion in humans during

war and peace, given the enormous demand because of its

life-saving potential.

The ideal blood substitute should not have any group

specificity, that is, it should be a universal group, which can

be transfused to a person of any blood type without tests.

It should also be free of infectious agents, allergens, and

should not deteriorate with storage. It should be ideal for

disaster situations and should be freely available, even in

remote areas. It must have a large-scale, economical

manufacturing system for global use in times of need. 

There have been many genuine attempts at isolating such

a product that will fulfill all the required criteria as stated.

Two major attempts included structural or genetic change

in the hemoglobin molecule. They incorporated genetic or

chemically modified hemoglobin and the isolation of a new

oxygen carrier, perflurochemicals. Hemoglobin can be

extracted from red cells by removing the cell membranes

to form stroma-free hemoglobin. However, this cannot be

used as a blood substitute because it causes renal toxicity

and there is insufficient release of oxygen. Using

biotechnological criteria, encapsulated hemoglobin or

crosslink hemoglobin was prepared; but these products did

not clear the U.S.  FDA criteria.

The other alternative was the isolation of

perflurochemicals which can carry oxygen and carbon

dioxide, the two gases handled by hemoglobin.

Perfluorocarbons dissolve more oxygen than any other

known inert liquid. Phospholipid-stabilized emulsions of this

compound were prepared and it was found that there was

has no complement activation activity. Though manufactured

with formidable cost, this product range also did not pass

the stringent FDA criteria for wide unrestricted global use,

because of human toxicity at an unacceptable rate. There is

a very interesting article in the present book by   Ernest E.

Moore et al on this area of research; as such, it will be

redundant to give further details here.

The attempt to find a safe blood for transfusion is

continuing, particularly after the onset of the pandemic, HIV/

AIDS, and other diseases, which require special screening

of blood for transfusion to rule out infections.  The steep

rise in the cost of screening for HIV (1&2), Hepatitis B&

C, as well as other viruses like the Western Nile virus, added

to the cost of development of the infrastructure to cope

with and incorporate newer advances in molecular screening

techniques for the bacterial or the viral antigen load of the

transfused blood, have led to renewed thinking on safe

blood. The need and emphasis on the development of a

safe blood substitute has become a focal point of research1.

All over the world, millions of people are saved every

year as a result of blood transfusions. At the same time,

many still die because of an inadequate supply of safe blood

and blood products, particularly in developing countries. A

reliable supply of safe blood is essential to improve health
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standards at several levels, especially for women and

children, and particularly in the poorer sections of society

anywhere in the world. Half a million women still die of

complications related to pregnancy and childbirth, and 99

percent of these are in developing countries. Hemorrhage

accounts for 25 percent of the complications and is the

most common cause of maternal death. Malnutrition,

thalassaemia and severe anemia are prevalent diseases in

children which require blood transfusion, apart from other

complicated diseases. Over 80 million units of blood are

collected every year, but the tragedy is that only 39 percent

of this is collected in the developing world which contains

82 percent of the global population2.

There are about 100 million births in the world every

year. In India alone there are more than 20 million births,

which mean the production of that many placentas. One of

the products of the placenta is cord blood and this has

immense potential. The placenta is a complex organ that

regulates feto-maternal interactions. Many cytokines that

influence the lymphohaematopoietic environment are

produced in the placenta in abundance.

The contention of this paper is that cord blood, collected

after the birth of a child, can be safe for transfusion. The

objective of the present paper is to bring together various

studies on the safe use of placental umbilical cord whole

blood in various diseases, many of them conducted by the

present author.

These studies show that cord blood can be used as a

safe alternative to adult blood. Further studies indicate that

the special components of cord blood, which has sustained,

protected and developed the fetus in the mother’s womb

until it has grown into a regular baby, may play a role in

immunotherapy. These components are passed on to the

system of the recipient when umbilical cord whole blood is

transfused.

The CD34 cell, for instance, has a possible

nonspecifically killing potential for cancer cells. These CD34

move throughout the body before ultimately settling at

specific sites in the bone marrow and other specific zones

in the hematopoietic system. There is a possibility that in

case of cancer victims who were treated with cord blood

transfusions, these CD34 cells of the cord blood  kill cancer

cells directly during their meeting, or indirectly assist the

intrinsic cancer killing process of the host system by

interacting with  NK (natural killer ) cells  which are key

mediators of innate immunity contributing to

immunosurveillance by recognizing and killing tumor and

virus-infected cells. They are cytolytic and produce

inflammatory cytokines.

There are now evidences that a rise in the peripheral

blood CD34 base level after transfusion in some cases,

which may have positive prognostic or immunotherapeutic

implications previously not dreamt of. It was observed in

studies conducted by the present author that where the rise

was substantial and steep followed by a slow decrease over

the next few months, there were good prognostic

implications, and similarly no rise of CD34 level even after

multiple transfusions of cord blood, appeared to be a very

bad prognostic sign. As such, though it is too early to state

anything positively, there is a distinct possibility that cord

blood transfusion may provide some extra benefits of cell

therapy or cytokine therapy with eventual regeneration

impact that is absent in adult blood transfusion, because of

its intrinsic  antigenic immaturity and the cytokine support

system  as discussed in the subsequent paragraph.

Antigenic difference of adult RBC and cord blood

RBC – The red cell collected from the newborn’s cord

blood differs from the adult RBC in many ways, viz., there

is an increase of the immunoreactive myosin in red cell

membrane3, and the total value of lipid, phospholipid and

cholesterol  are more in cord blood red cells than in the

adult equivalent4. Even the antigen expression of cord blood

RBC differs from the adult RBC. A, B, S and Lutheran

antigens are expressed in lesser amount in cord blood than

in adult blood; in addition, there is a complete absence of

Lewis antigen in the cord blood5. There are also fundamental

metabolic differences between cord blood and adult blood,

for example, the activities of phosphoglycerate kinase,

enolase, glyceraldehyde -3-phosphate dehydrogenase,

glucose phosphate isomerase etc of the Embden-Meyerhof

pathway are definitely increased in cord blood6, and even

non-glycolytic enzymes like carbonic anhydrase and

acetylcholine esterase are distinctly different from adult

blood7. However, this antigenic difference does not have

an adverse clinical impact on transfusion of cord blood in
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the host system.

Basic immunological characters of cord blood

constituents – Cord blood is the blood collected

aseptically from the placenta after the birth of a healthy baby.

It is globally known for its role as a source of hematopoietic

cells, but it also contains potent angiogenesis stimulating

cells: CD34+, CD11b+ fraction, which is approximately less

than half of the CD34+ fraction of cord blood. This was

demonstrated to possess the ability to differentiate into

functional endothelial cells in vitro and in vivo8.

Mesenchymal stem cells are classically defined as adhering

to plastic and expressing a non-hematopoietic cell surface

phenotype, consisting of CD34-, CD45-, HLA-DR-, while

possessing markers such as STRO-1, VCAM, CD13,

CD29, CD44, CD90, CD105, SH-3, and STRO-19.

These mesenchymal stem cells are also found in cord blood.

In addition, cells with markers and activities resembling

embryonic stem cells have been found in cord blood. Zhao

et al identified a population of CD34- cells expressing OCT-

4, Nanog, SSEA-3 and SSEA-4, which could differentiate

into cells of the mesoderm, ectoderm and endoderm

lineage10.

The first widespread utilization of cord blood as a stem

cell source was in the treatment of pediatric hematological

malignancies after myeloablative conditioning. Outside

oncology, the clinical use of cord blood stem cells has

expanded into various areas that range from reconstituting

a defective immune system to correcting congenital

hematological abnormalities,  as well as for inducing

angiogenesis.  In addition to current clinical use, cord blood

is under intense experimental investigation in preclinical

models of pathophysiologies that range from myocardial

ischemia, to stroke and muscle regeneration11-13.

Hematopietic stem cells from cord blood are now

harvested in many laboratories all over the world and stored

in cord blood banks, but they constitute only .01 percent

of the nucleated cells of the cord blood. The rest, that is

99.99 percent of the blood, which is wasted, is rich in fetal

hemoglobin, growth factors and cytokine filled plasma.

Moreover, in the womb, the fetus benefits from the mother’s

in-built defenses against diseases and the placental

environment is basically infection free in the case of a healthy

newborn. This in itself indicates safety, and it may have

benefits yet unknown.

The blood volume of a fetus at term is 80-85 ml/kg.

The placental vessel at term contains approximately 150

ml of cord blood. Cord blood contains three types of

hemoglobin, HbF, HbA and HbA2, of which HbF

constitutes the major fraction. HbA accounts for 15-40

percent and HbA2 is present only in trace amounts at birth.

HbF, which is the major component, has a greater oxygen

binding affinity than HbA.

Contemporary experience with allogenic cord blood

transfusion as an adult blood substitute – The

discussion so far has indicated the worldwide demand for

safe blood or blood substitutes; it has also mentioned the

potential benefits of cord blood constituents. The clinical

research of the present group of researchers over the last

10 years has clearly shown that cord blood can be used

safely as a blood substitute. Moreover, its higher hemoglobin

content and growth factors have the potential to benefit

patients in varying diseases.

There have been a few attempts over the past decades

to use it as a blood substitute, one early endeavour being

that of Halbrecht J in 1939, which was later reported in

Lancet. Medical science was still at a relatively primitive

stage at the time: acid citrate dextrose was not available as

an anticoagulant, and neither was there any screening against

bacteria or viruses prior to blood transfusion14.

In recent years there has been deep interest in the clinical

use of cord blood by Bhattacharya et al who have done

extensive work in the field. It should be noted here that in

all cases necessary consent was obtained and the

precautions of standard blood transfusion protocol were

followed. The consent of the institutional ethical committee

was sought and obtained for all cord blood transfusions.

Their first publication was in 2001 when they reported on

the transfusion of 174 units of umbilical cord whole blood

to patients with various diseases. The blood was collected

aseptically from the umbilical vein after caesarean section

in standard pediatric blood transfusion bags, after the

removal of the baby from the operative field and after

confirming the stable condition of the mother. The work

was conducted from 1 April 1999 to 11 Aug 2000.
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According to the study, the volume of cord blood varied

from 50 ml to 140 ml with a mean of 86 ml+/-16 ml. The

cord blood was transfused immediately (within three days

of collection) to 62 patients with age varying from nine to

78 years. 32 patients were suffering from different stages

and grades of malignancy. The remaining 30 included

patients suffering from thalassemia major, aplastic anemia,

systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), chronic renal failure,

rheumatoid arthritis and ankylosing spondylitis, while a

geriatric group of patients had benign prostatic hypertrophy.

All tolerated the procedure of cord blood transfusion well,

without any immunological or non-immunological reaction15.

In another study in sub-Sharan Africa on a paediatric

population , a different group of investigators reported

(2003) that shortage of blood for transfusion contributes

substantially to mortality of children with severe anaemia in

sub-Saharan Africa and suggested that umbilical cord blood

could be an additional and readily available source of blood.

The authors of this study tried to demonstrate the possibility

of gathering cord blood from a busy Ghanaian labour ward.

The mean volume of each blood sample obtained from the

umbilical cord was 85 mL (SD 28.0). This amount of blood

was sufficient to raise the hemoglobin concentrations of 28

(21%) of 131 children needing transfusions in the same

hospital, by 30 g/L16.

In another report published in the Journal of the

American College of Surgeons (2004), the experience of

transfusing 413 U of placental umbilical cord whole blood

(collected after lower uterine cesarean section from

consenting mothers and subjected to the ethical committee

protocol) to 129 informed consenting patients (cord blood

range: 50 mL to 146 mL; mean 86 mL+/-7.6 mL SD; median

80 mL; mean packed cell volume 48+/-4.1% SD; mean

hemoglobin concentration 16.2 g/dL+/-1.8 g/dL SD), was

narrated. The list of consenting patients included 54 men

and 75 women. Patient age varied from 2 years to 86 years.

Seventy-three patients (56.58%) suffered from advanced

cancer and 56 (43.42%) had other diseases like ankylosing

spondylitis, lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis,

aplastic anemia, and thalassemia major. The investigator

did not encounter a single case of immunologic or

nonimmunologic reaction in the follow-up17.

their work with cord blood as a safe blood substitute in

various diseases. In a study of its impact in beta thalassemia,

reported in 2005, 92 units of cord blood were transfused

in 14 patients with beta thalassemia with severe anemia

(hemoglobin concentration varying from 3.5 to 5.9 g/dl with

mean hemoglobin 4.6 g/dl). The results showed that the

transfusion was extremely effective in all 14 patients (male:

female ratio 1:1, age varying from 6 months to 38 years).

In that series, the collection of the blood varied from 57

ml-136 ml mean 84 ml +/- 7.2 ml SD, median 87 ml, mean

packed cell volume 45 +/- 3.1 SD, mean hemoglobin

concentration 16.4 g/dl +/- 1.6 g/dl SD. Here, too, the

authors did not encounter a single case of immunological or

non immunological reaction18.

Another case study focused on the use of cord blood

in diabetes with varying degree of nephropathy and severe

anemia. In this series 39 informed consenting patients (22

males + 17 females, aged 48-74 yrs, mean 59.6 yrs) were

randomized into two groups: Group A (control cases N =

15, males = 8 and females = 7) and Group B (study group

N = 24, males = 14 and females = 10). In Group A the rise

of hemoglobin (Hgb) after two units of adult blood

transfusion was 1.5 to 1.8 g/dl, as seen after a 72-hour

blood sample assessment. In Group B, patients received

two of four units of freshly collected cord blood transfusion

each (two units at a time), depending on availability and

compatibility. The rise of Hgb after 72 hours, after a

transfusion of two units, was .6 g/dl to 1.5 g/dl.

Microalbuminuria was assessed in both groups after one

month of treatment with transfusion and other identical

support. The mean result was 152 +/- 18 mg SD of albumin

per gram of creatinine excreted through 24-hour urine (pre-

transfusion mean excretion was 189 +/- 16 mg) in Group

A and 103 +/- 16 mg SD of albumin excretion per gram of

creatinine in 24-hour excretion of urine in Group B (pre-

transfusion mean excretion was 193 +/- 21 mg). Univariate

analysis using Fisher’s exact test was performed for the

results of Groups A and B. The difference between Group

A and B values and its comparison with the pre-transfusion

microalbuminuria appeared to be statistically significant (p

< less than .003)19.

A fourth study concentrated on malaria patients suffering

from anemia. Cord blood, because of its rich mix of fetalBhattacharya, et al  have published more reports on
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and adult hemoglobin, and the anti-malarial effect of cord

blood, is an ideal choice in case of malaria with anemia

necessitating blood transfusion. Here, cord blood was safely

transfused to 39 informed, consenting patients (age varying

from 8 to 72 years) suffering from anemia in the background

of malaria, 22 of whom tested positive to Plasmodium

falciparum, 17 to Plasmodium vivax. The collected volume

of cord blood from each placenta (Unit) in this series varied

from 52 ml to 143 ml, with a mean packed cell volume of

48.9 +/- 4.1 SD and a mean hemoglobin concentration of

16.4 Gm percent +/- 1.6 Gm percent SD. The blood was

generally transfused immediately after collection, following

the standard adult blood transfusion protocol of screening

and cross-matching between the donor and the recipient,

but if a volunteer was not immediately available, it was

refrigerated and transfused within 72 hours. For inclusion

in this study, the patient’s plasma hemoglobin had to be 8

gm percent or less (the pre-transfusion hemoglobin in the

malaria-infected patients in this series varied from 5.4 gm/

dl to 7.9 gm/dl)20. The rise of hemoglobin within 72 hours

of two units of freshly collected cord blood transfusion was

0.5 gm/dl to 1.6 gm/dl. Each patient received two to six

units of freshly collected cord blood transfusion (two units

at a time), depending on availability and compatibility. No

clinical immunological or non-immunological reaction was

encountered in this series as well. The author concluded

that properly screened cord blood is safe for transfusion,

in victims of severe malarial anaemia who need transfusion

support.

In a subsequent report published in Malaria Journal,

Bhattacharya expanded on the efficacy of this type of

transfusion, reporting on further tests that were undertaken,

which justified the clinical safety of the protocol of cord

whole blood transfusion as there was no rise of urea ,

creatine, bilirubin , sugar from the pre-transfusion  level in

the post-transfusion period21.

Blood transfusion or eryth ase background like

rheumatoid arthritis. The next study took up this issue: 78

units (42 ml -136 ml mean 80.6 ml +/- 3.6 ml SD, median

82.4 ml, mean packed cell volume 48.2 +/- 2.1 SD, mean

percent hemoglobin concentration 16.4 g/dl +/- 1.5 g/dl

SD) of placental umbilical cord whole blood from consenting

mothers undergoing lower uterine cesarean section

(LUCS), were transfused (from 1 April 1999 to April 2005)

to 28 informed consenting patients with advanced

rheumatoid arthritis. The patients received two to six units

of freshly collected placental umbilical cord blood without

encountering any clinical, immunological or non-

immunological reactions. Three days after completion of

the transfusion of placental umbilical cord blood, a peripheral

blood hematopoietic stem cell (CD34) estimation revealed

a rise from the pre-transfusion base level (.09%), varying

from 2.03 to 23%, which returned to base level in most of

the cases at the three-month CD34 re-estimation, without

provoking any clinical graft vs host reaction in any of the

patients22.

When it comes to immunocompromised cancer

patients,  many hospitals  find it difficult to cope with the

specialized requirements of blood transfusion, for instance,

leucoreduction, selective apheresis, irradiation of the blood,

viral inactivation of the blood by solvent and/or detergent

treatment or photochemical inactivation using psoralen or

long wavelength ultraviolet light and cytomegalovirus-safe

blood. The exorbitant cost of red blood cell (RBC)

substitutes like hemoglobin-based oxygen carriers or

perflurocarbon emulsions, or liposome encapsulated

hemoglobin, is simply unacceptable for an average

oncological patient in the developing world. Bhattacharya

et al also transfused umbilical cord blood to cancer patients

with hemoglobin levels at 8 g/dl or less, requiring special

care, the objective being to find out whether it was a safe

substitute for adult blood. In this series, the collection of

cord blood varied from 54 ml-128 ml, mean 82 ml +/- 7.6

ml SD; mean packed cell volume 48 +/- 4.1% SD; mean

percent hemoglobin concentration 16.4 g/dl +/- 1.6 g/dl

SD. Not a single case of immunological or non

immunological reaction was encountered after transfusion

of the cord blood in this series as well23.

Tuberculosis causes approximately 1.5 billion latent

infections, 8 million new clinical cases, and 3 million deaths

annually, making it the most prevalent infectious disease in

the world. Anemia and malnutrition are essential co-

morbidities with tuberculosis. The investigators transfused

106 units (48 ml-148 ml mean 81 ml +/- 6.6 ml SD, median

82 ml, mean packed cell volume 49.4 +/- 3.1 SD, mean

percent hemoglobin concentration 16.3 g/dl +/- 1.7 g/dl
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SD) of freshly collected placental umbilical cord whole

blood (from 1 April 1999 to 1st 2005) to 21 informed

consenting patients. Cord blood transfusion was done in

tuberculosis patients with less than 8 g/dl. Hemoglobin.  The

patients received 2-21 units each without encountering any

clinical, immunological or non-immunological reactions.

Three days after completion of the placental umbilical cord

blood transfusion, the peripheral blood hematopoietic stem

cell (CD34) estimation revealed a rise from the pre-

transfusion base level (.09%), varying from 2.99% to 33%,

which returned to base level in 66.66% of the patients at

the three-month CD34 re-estimation, without provoking

any clinical graft vs host reaction in any of them24.

Bhattacharya et al have also reported on the transfusion

of cord blood to 16 consenting HIV-positive patients (12

cases had full blown AIDS) with anemia and emaciation

between 1st April 1999 and 1st July 2005. 123 units of

placental umbilical cord whole blood (62 ml-154 ml mean

85 ml +/- 8.4 ml SD, median 82 ml, mean packed cell

volume 48.8 +/- 4.2 SD, mean percent hemoglobin

concentration 16.3 g/dl +/- 1.6 g/dl SD) were transfused;

and the transfusion resulted in a sense of wellbeing, weight

gain and a transient rise of CD4 cell count25.

Other impacts of cord blood transfusion ie, cell

therapy potential on the host – While placental umbilical

cord blood has been shown again and again to be a safe

alternative to adult blood in the various studies conducted

by Bhattacharya, et al, which indicate that no immunological

or non-immunological reaction took place in any of the

cases, in different studies , in the follow-up post-transfusion

period, the reports of which are summarized above. These

studies demonstrated that there is more to cord blood than

being just a safe substitute for adult blood. That cord blood

can play a role in cell therapy is indicated by the rise of CD

34 from the pre-transfusion base level in some of the cases

studied along with improvement of the bone marrow

cellularity. A series on leprosy patients, mentioned below,

is a case in point.

Fifteen males and one female, aged 12-72 yrs (mean

48.4 yrs) participated in this series: five cases were

pausibacillary type (PB) and 11 cases were multibacillary

type (MB). The clinical spectrum of the cases varied widely

from the tuberculoid to the lepromatous type and one patient

presented with gangrene of the leg preceding an auto

amputation which was infested with maggots. All the patients

were suffering from anemia with a hemoglobin conc of less

than 8 g/dl, because of poor nutrition or the effect of dapsone

which can cause anemia. Seven days after completion of

the placental umbilical cord blood transfusion, apart from

the rise of hemoglobin, the peripheral blood hematopoietic

stem cell (CD34) estimation revealed a rise from the

pretransfusion base level (.09%), varying from 3.6% to

16.2%, in 75% of the cases, without provoking any clinical

graft vs host reaction in any of the leprosy victims. This

value returned to normal within three months in most

cases26.

The immunotherapy potential of cord blood transfusion

and the prognostic implications of such a therapy were

assessed in another study27. Six cases of advanced cancer

with severe anemia were treated with cord blood transfusion

after informed consent. A patient with breast sarcoma

received the lowest amount of cord blood (6 units), while

another patient with breast cancer received the largest

amount (32 units). The youngest patient, suffering from non-

Hodgkin’s lymphoma, was a 16-year-old boy who received

eight units of cord blood to combat anemia. The fourth

patient with metachronous lymph node metastasis received

15 units, while yet another patient with breat cancer received

14 units and the sixth patient with lung cancer received

seven units. Studies of CD34 levels showed an initial rise

followed by a fall in two cases, two cases registered very

little effect on the CD34 level, i.e., no change from the

baseline, and one case demonstrated a very slow rise from

the baseline. However, one case showed a frequent steep

rise up to 99% and a sustained high CD34 level. After

initiation of treatment for stage IV breast cancer in 2001,

this patient is still alive with clinical remission of the disease

in 2009.

Another published  report tried to explain the scientific

feasibility of cord blood transfusion for its anti-inflammatory

cytokine content and a high fetal hemoglobin content in case

of ischaemic stroke. The authors concluded that cord blood

transfusion could be very effective in cerebral stroke to aid

functional recovery28,29.
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Special advantages of cord blood transfusion –

Everything under the sun has been tried in the struggle to

find an effective, safe and viable alternative source of readily

available blood for transfusion purposes in the last 300

years, viz, from animal to cadaver transfusion as mentioned

earlier. The search intensified after from 1914, when the

shortage of adult blood for transfusion during World War I

highlighted the need for a safe substitute. Pharmacological

means like erythropoietin, different growth factors,

hemoglobin based oxygen carriers utilizing chemical or

genetic changes in hemoglobin, drawing from the concepts

of latest biotechnological marvels, i.e, liposomes, and also

from nanotechnology concepts, been attempted by many

worthy individuals from different centres of excellence.

However, in the words of the haematological legend, Prof

Wintrobe , “The alternative of blood transfusion is the

transfusion of blood.” Nature itself appears to have

provided an abundant and safe substitute, and while man

was apparently not in the know, the animal world appears

to have been aware of the significance of placental

substances, of which cord blood is but one, because even

herbivorous animals like the cow swallow their own

placentas after the birth of their babies.

Cytokine production of the cord blood cell is reduced

than the adult blood which could be due to antigen naivety

specially in case of T cells and NK cells, apart from the

fact of  lower cytokine gene expression in pre-transcription

level or mRNA accumulation or even the intrinsic instability30.

There may be difference in signaling pathway also .Cord

blood cells may down regulate immune and autoimmune

functions by maturing into high IL10 and IL2 producing

TH1 cells31.In healthy individuals alternatively activated

macrophages are found in placenta  and lung to protect

them from unwanted inflammation and immune reactions.

They produce anti-inflammatory cytokines like IL1

antagonist, in addition they lack the expression of pro

inflammatory cytokinesIL1, TNF alpha, IL6,IL12and other

macrophage inflammatory protein.There overall effect is the

suppression of inflammation. These activated macrophages

eventually goes to the cord blood to impart its unique

characteristics32.

If we sum up cord blood, because of its rich mix of

fetal and adult hemoglobin, high platelet and WBC counts,

and a plasma filled with cytokine and growth factors, as

well as its hypo antigenic nature and altered metabolic

profile, has all the potentials of a real and safe alternative to

adult blood transfusion. In case of anemic  patients  of

different aetiologies (with hemoglobin 8gm/dl or less).as

mentioned earlier, viz,malarial anemia33 geriatric anemia34-36,

thalassemia37,38, HIV39, Leprosy40, only to name a few ,

leaving aside a true need of blood  in emergency as seen   in

Ireland41, or an accidental collateral  victim of allied bombing

in Iraq war42 where there is an emergency need of a true

blood substitute.

Scientists searched meticulously all the available

resources even there was a great hope when Nature

published an early news that scientists have found a blood

substitute  in sea worm  which has the potentialities to replace

the RBC functions43, but the massive waste of true mothers’

blood has never been looked into seriously as a blood

substitute.

Our friend Prof  Andrew Burd an important contributor

of the present book roughly estimated the total wastage of

the cord blood per year:

In fine placental umbilical cord whole blood is an

unique cocktail made by nature which has enormous

potentialities in transfusion, transplantation and  molecular

therapy impact of its cytokine content as a whole.
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 – Editor

A number of severe congenital disorders and some

acquired, especially hematological, diseases can be

successfully treated by bone marrow transplantation1-4.

However, a large proportion of patients have no perfectly

matched HLA-identical donor available and the

incompatible transplant is responsible for severe graft-

versus-host disease (GVHD). Since GVHD is induced by

T lymphocytes which are present in the transplant and react

with host tissues5, transplants from a donor who is not

genotypically HLA-identical frequently need to involve T-

cell depletion of the donor bone marrow. This maneuvre

reduces the incidence of GVHD but is associated with

increased risks of graft failure as well as incomplete

reconstitution, Epstein-Barr-virus-induced lymphomas, or

leukemia relapse6,7.

It is, therefore, of considerable interest that, because

of the natural lack of T cells during the early phases of

ontogeny, fetal liver stem cells can reconstitute the

hemopoietic and lymphopoietic systems of experimental

animals and humans without producing severe GVHD, even

in cases of full donor-host incompatibility4,8,9. From the

transplanted stem cells, the various cell lineages develop

progressively and uneventfully. Many patients can thus be

fully cured of their congenital and severe immunodeficiency

or they can have some beneficial effect on their inborn error

of metabolism10.

Since 1988, we have initiated the first in utero treatment,

in human fetuses with various diseases, using a similar mode

of fetal liver transplantation (FLT)11,12. This prenatal cell

therapy has been demonstrated to be feasible and effective

in the human fetus, when performed during the early stages

of fetal development and immediately after prenatal

diagnosis13. In this chapter, I shall review postnatal and

prenatal transplantation of fetal stem cells, then I shall

summarize some immunological implications of these

therapies.

Rationale:

The human fetal liver, between weeks 8 and 12 post-

fertilization (ie, 10 and 14 weeks of gestational age), contains

all hemopoietic stem cells and no T lymphocytes. These

stem cells have earlier migrated from the yolk sac of the

human embryo to the liver. After week 12 post-fertilization,

the fetal thymus produces thymocytes and T lymphocytes

which migrate to the periphery. A few T cells are then present

in the fetal liver and in the bone marrow. Later on, stem

cells migrate from the fetal liver to the spleen and to the

bone marrow, where T cells are always present. Fetal livers

cells, obtained during the third month post-fertilization, are

therefore the only convenient source of a large number of

hemopoietic stem cells naturally devoid of GVHD-inducing

T lymphocytes.

The remarkable properties of fetal stem cells include

their considerable capacity for proliferation and

differentiation, their ability to become tolerant to host

antigens and to differentiate normally in a foreign host. They

have prompted us to develop the field of human FLT.

Good-quality reconstitution has been obtained in most
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patients treated postnatally, despite the lack of HLA

matching between donor and recipient. The resulting T-cell

functions did not appear to be limited in any way9,14.

In utero FLT was then developed and the main

advantages of this procedure can be summarized as follows:

1. increased probability of graft take and chimerism,

especially in diseases such as the bare lymphocyte syndrome

in which residual immunity can induce rejection, and even

more so in diseases without immunodeficiency (provided

that transplantation is performed very early in gestation,

before acquisition of any capacity to amount rejection);

2. improved isolation at the time of transplant, since

the uterus is even better than a sterile bubble;

3. ideal environment for fetal cell maturation, within

the fetal recipient.

Preparation of fetal cells for transplantation – Donor

fetal cells can be prepared in a variety of ways. They can

be used fresh or cryopreserved and then thawed before

administration. The preparation described below is that

employed in our institution from 1974.

Fetal organ procurement was organized in accordance

with the recommendations of the French National

Committee for Bioethics15. A few hours following fetal death,

the liver and the thymus were removed aseptically. Only

fresh tissues and cells were used for transplantation.

For transplants to immunodeficient patients and to fetal

recipients, the ages of fetal donors ranged from 7 to 12.5

weeks postfertilization; for postnatal transplants to patients

with inborn errors of metabolism, they ranged from 8 to 22

weeks. The fetal thymus and liver were gently disrupted

using an homogenizer, and a single cell suspension was thus

prepared in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with

gentamycin. The fetal liver was mainly a source of stem

cells, the fetal thymus of epithelial cells.

The cells were counted and their viability checked

using the Trypan blue exclusion method. Cell suspensions

with insufficient viability (ie, less than 70 % when fetuses

were below 12.5 weeks of age, and less than 40 % above

this age) were discarded. The total number of living

nucleated cells that were transplanted from an individual

fetal liver varied greatly with the age ot the fetal donor (mean

number : 8 x 108 cells). Thymuses which contained

numerous thymocytes, i.e. 12.5-week-old thymuses, were

irradiated with 40 Gy prior to transplantation into patients

with SCID, when such thymuses were transplanted together

with syngeneic, untreated fetal liver cells.

Maternal serum was tested for hepatitis B antigens

and antibodies, and for antibodies against hepatitis C,

cytomegalovirus (CMV), human immunodeficiency viruses

(HIV1, HIV2) and human T lymphotropic viruses (HTLV1,

HTLV2). Tissue was not used for transplantation when a

risk of transmitting infectious disease, e.g. HIV infection,

hepatitis B or C, septicemia or other maternal infections,

was identified. The tissues were also discarded in cases of

certain tumors or in cases of known chromosomal

abnormalities. Bacteriological tests were performed on cell

suspensions, but the results were not available until after

the transplant itself (in cases of bacterial contamination,

antibiotics could then be given to the transplant recipient).

In recent years, a spleen cell suspension and a fibroblast

cell line were routinely performed to determine the ABO

blood group and the HLA phenotype by both serological

and molecular methods. Before administration to the patient,

the cell suspension was diluted in the appropriate volume

of medium for intraperitoneal injection or intravenous

infusion.

Postnatal Transplantation of Fetal Stem Cells:

Immunodeficiency diseases – Transplantation of fetal liver

cells, with syngeneic thymic cells, was used to treat every

severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) child who had

no available HLA-identical donor for bone marrow

transplantation. The first of these transplants was done using

two fetal donors in 1976. In this male infant, immunological

reconstitution has been very successful9,16,17, the lethal

disease completely cured and he is now a very healthy adult,

living a normal life, without sequelae and receiving no

treatment. He is the oldest patient in the world that has

been cured of SCID by fetal liver transplantation. The

following year, a female infant with SCID was also fully

reconstituted from the immunological standpoint and

completely cured of her disease by FLT. Pictures of these

first and second patients are presented at the time of FLT

and during the following years (Figs 1-4). Both patient 1
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Figs 1 to 4 –  Pictures of Sergio and Aurélie,

the 2 first SCID infants fully cured by FLT

Both of them are now more than 33 years of age.

In one picture, Sergio who has left the isolator is

bringing flowers to his “girl friend”, still in isolation.

In another picture, Aurélie, now an adult, has one

of her two children in her arms.

 

Infant under therapy (FLT) 25 years later

Fig 1

 

Infant under therapy (FLT) 25 years later

Fig 4

Fig 3Fig 2
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(Sergio) and patient 2 (Aurélie) are now more than 30 year-

old adults. All their T-lymphocytes are of donor origin. Their

clinical status and immunological parameters are perfect.

Aurélie is the mother of two healthy children.

In addition, 9 other SCID patients have been treated in

our institution (Table 1). They include 3 patients with

adenosine deaminase (ADA) deficiency and 1 patient with

bare lymphocyte syndrome17. Half of all these patients are

completely cured, with a very long-term evaluation and a

persistent immunoreconstitution (Fig 5).

Inborn errors of metabolism –  A variety of inborn errors

of metabolism (IEM), without associated immunodeficiency,

have been treated by fetal liver transplantation, in

conjunction with prolonged immunosuppressive therapy at

moderate doses comparable to those given in non-severe

autoimmune diseases. No adverse effect of the treatment

was observed. Thirty-one patients with IEM had transplants,

as shown in Table 1. Most of them received repeated FLT,

every 2 years at a mean.

Most patients are now in relatively good condition and

display objective criteria of amelioration10,18. The survival

rate at 15 years post-transplant is 75% (Fig 5). By

by the fetal transplant, but their disease was stabilized for

some time after each transplant. For example, stabilization

for 5-10 years in three children with Gaucher disease

enabled them to benefit later from glucocerebrosidase

therapy. Patients with Fabry disease had diminished

symptoms, with slower or halted disease progression. Fetal

liver transplantation was repeated to maintain the clinical

result, but some patients in an already advanced state of

deterioration, especially of the central nervous system,

eventually died. The serum levels of the defective enzymes

were not increased dramatically, but the various substrates

did decrease after FLT, and tissue deposits stabilized. Fetal

donors for liver transplantation in IEM were relatively more

advanced in gestation than those chosen for fetal liver and

thymus transplantation in SCID. The respective part played

by stem cells and prohepatocytes in the partial improvement

seen after transplantation is under investigation.

Overall results – In both severe immunodeficiency diseases

and IEM, fetal tissue transplantation into postnatal recipients

has demonstrated beneficial effects. Two-thirds of children

achieved cure or significant improvement as a result of

treatment, and this effect seems long-lasting (Fig 5). Without

Fig 5 – Survival of Children Treated by Postnatal Transplantation of Fetal Tissue

comparison with children having immunodeficiency diseases

treated postnatally by fetal tissue transplantation, patients

with inborn errors of metabolism were not completely cured

transplantation, the life expectancy of more than 80 % of

the patients was less than three years. Nevertheless, almost

one-third of patients did not improve. In most cases, failure
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was the result of one of two factors: first, insufficient graft

take in patients capable of rejection; second, late diagnosis

of the initial disease with severe infection being present prior

to transplantation. It is largely to overcome these difficulties,

both in transplant take and in control of infection, that we

have more recently developed in utero transplantation.

Provided that the diagnosis can be performed at an early

phase of pregnancy, such earlier transplants (before immune

development and before exposure of the host to micro-

were fetuses with SCID diagnosed at mid-gestation11,12. A

fetal patient with chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) also

received in utero transplantation of fetal liver cells in Lyon13.

At least 20 additional fetuses with immunodeficiency have

been treated worldwide with in utero transplants of either

fetal liver or T-cell-depleted bone marrow cells and have

been reported in the literature13,19-23.

The first fetal patient, designated D.T. in Table 2,

suffered from bare lymphocyte syndrome (BLS), a

organisms) would lead to an increased probability of graft

take and a lower risk of infection.

In Utero Transplantation of Fetal Stem Cells:

Immunodeficiencies – The first 2 patients treated in utero

with a successful engraftment in 1988 and 1989, in Lyon,

genetically transmitted form of combined immunodeficiency

disease caused by the absence of expression of HLA

antigens24,25. In the particular case of D.T., the gene defect

was responsible for a lack of binding of the RFX protein

on the X-box, with a resulting absence of adequate

transcription of HLA genes.

Table 1 – Inherited Severe Immunodeficiencies and Inborn Errors of Metabolism Treated

Postnatally with FLT
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Diseases treated 

 
No of patients 

 
SCID 

- with ADA 

- with BLS 

- other SCID 

 

Fabry 

Gaucher  

Familial amyloidosis 

Fucosidosis 

Niemann Pick A 

Niemann Pick B 

Niemann Pick C 

Glycogenosis  

Hurler 

Metachromatic leukodystrophy 

Adrenoleukodystrophy 

Morquio B 

San Filippo A 

Hunter 

Gangliosidosis (GM2) 

 

 

3 

1 

7 

 

6 

5 

3 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

 

Infections, especially with opportunistic micro-



organisms, lead to death in such infants unless they grow up

isolated in a fully sterile atmosphere while being successfully
reconstituted with stem cell transplants. When carried out

postnatally, however, such stem cell transplants, in the form

Table 2 – In Utero Transplantation of fetal Liver Cells (Lyon Experience with a Follow-up of 15 Years)
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Patient Disease Fetal age* 

 

Evidence for 

engraftment 

Correction 

of initial 

disease 

Clinical Status 

Patient  Donor 

DT BLS 28      7,71                                                       

/2 

HLA markers Reconstitution 

of 

immunocomp

etent T-cells  

Well for 11yrs 

Additional BMT 

at another 

centre, resulting 

in fatal CMV 

infection (11% 

years) 

MH SCID 26        71/2 HLA markers Reconstitutio

n of 

immunocomp

etent T-cells 

Well for 9yrs 

then sderosing 

cholangitis. 

Transplant of 

liver organ. 

Dead (91/2yrs 

from surgical 

and infections 

complications) 

MR TM 12        91/2 Ychromosome Presence of 

HbA in 

decreasing 

amount after 

1yr 

Alive and well 

(blood 

transfusion 

required) 

RM TM 17       111/2 - - Bradycardia and 

fetal death 

AV CGD 17.21     131/2.1

4 

- - Bradycardia and 

fetal death 

CD N-P(A) 14.16     12.13 HLA markers Insufficient 

corrections of 

neurological 

symptoms 

(blood-brain 

barrier?) 

Deceased at 22 

months 

MN HφA 13 13 HLA markers Limited (at 

present no 

immunization 

against factor 

VIII) 

Well 

* Weeks postterilization

BL= bare lymphocyte syndrome; SCID= severe combined immunodeficiency; TM= thalassemia major;

CGD = chronic granulomatous dtsease; N-P(A) = Niemann-Pick disease type A; HöA=haemophilia A



 

PATIENT D.T.

W
6

/3
2

+

CD3+

W
6/

3
2

+

CD19+

Fig 6 – Presence of CD3+ T lymphocytes and CD19+

B lymphocytes, both with a normal expression of W6/

32+ HLA molecules, among HLA-A9+ cells (cells of

donor origin) separated from blood lymphocytes of

patient D.T

of either bone marrow of fetal liver transplants, are usually

associated with graft failure as a result of allogeneic reactions

in the host (persisting transplant immunity) and with high

susceptibility to infections (defective immunity to infectious

antigens). Prenatal diagnosis of BLS can be performed by

HLA analysis of lymphocytes in fetal blood.

The fist child in this family had previously died of

BLS before one year of age, despite an attempted stem

cell transplant which failed to result in a stable graft take

and immunological reconstitution. When the mother became

pregnant again, she asked for prenatal diagnosis, which

demonstrated type III BLS with a virtually complete lack

of expression of both class I and class II HLA antigens at

the cell surface. Three choices were offered to this family:

(a) therapeutic abortion, (b) no treatment before birth and

stem cell transplant after birth, or (c) in utero FLT.

The parents were informed that the last option had

not previously been attempted and that its efficacy was,

therefore, uncertain. The mother and father opted for the

earliest possible transplant. At 28 weeks, the transplant was

carried out by infusing 7 ml culture medium containing a

suspension of 16 x 106 fetal liver cells and fetal thymic

epithelial cells into the umbilical vein11.

The technique for intravenous infusion was

comparable to that used for intravascular intrauterine

transfusion26. Livers and thymuses were obtained from 2

dead fetuses of 7 and 7.5 weeks. At birth, the diagnosis of

BLS was again confirmed in D.T., but some cells with HLA

class I antigens because progressively detectable. Ten

percent of the lymphocytes had a normal expression of HLA

class I antigens at the age of one month11, and these cells

were of donor origin since their HLA specificities were of

donor type and not inherited from the child’s parents. In

particular, these cells expressed the HLA-A9 specificity of

donor origin, which made transplanted cells readily

detectable in the initial test, at birth, and in subsequent tests.

These results demonstrated the persisting engraftment of

the fetal liver cells infused into the sick fetus. The expression

of HLA class II antigens at the surface of resting

lymphocytes remained comparatively low. This finding

suggested a lesser B-cell t han T-cell development from the

donor fetal liver stem cells.

sterile bubble and, to accelerate reconstitution, he received

seven additional FLTs from 9 fetal donors. This

complementary treatment was carried out following the tests

that demonstrated engraftment of the in utero transfused

stem cells. No engraftment of the cells infused after birth

could be demonstrated, confirming the “resistance” to

transplantation in these patients. However, the number of

cells deriving from the in utero transplant increased and was

found to be 26 % among peripheral blood lymphocytes

(PBL) at 1.5 year of age. Donor-derived T lymphocytes

further developed and their percentage was found to be

28% at 8 years13. In parallel, T-cell maturity and

immunological reconstitution could not be considered

absolutely complete, the proliferative responses to antigens

(Candida antigens, CMV antigens and tetanus toxoid)

occurred and progressed up to normal levels. Serum

immunoglobulins remained relatively low, a finding consistent

with the limited number of donor-derived B cells. Because

of the T-cell reconstitution from the cells transplanted in

utero and in view of good health, the child was allowed to

leave the isolator at the age of 16 months. For 11 years, the

child was well, went to school and had few infectious

episodes. Because antigen-presenting cells remained mostly
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of host type, therefore defective in HLA molecules, the

immune reactions were suboptimal only. Antibody

production was quite low, whereas T-cell reconstitution was

satisfactory. Unfortunately, this family went to another center

where a bone marrow transplant from an unrelated, matched

donor was proposed and carried out. As expected, it did

not add significant humoral immunity but it reduced the cell-

mediated immunity. It was also responsible for several

complications, especially a GVHD then a severe and

prolonged CMV infection, and ultimately resulted in death

of the patient.

Earlier, we separated HLA-A9, donor-derived,

lymphocytes from the patient’s blood lymphocytes, for

analysis of their characteristics by cytofluorimetry. All cells

had a normal class I expression (W6/32+) and most of

them were CD3+ T lymphocytes, while a small percentage

of cells were CD19+ B lymphocytes (Fig 6).

The second fetal patient, M.H., was similarly treated,

after a prenatal diagnosis of a complete SCID. At birth,

this female infant still had immunological manifestations of

SCID. She was, therefore, maintained in sterile isolation

and received additional infusions of fetal liver and thymus

cells, with the aim of accelerating the development of the in

utero transplanted stem cells. Cell-mediated immunity

progressed sufficiently to allow adequate immunity against

micro-organisms, so that the child was allowed to leave the

isolator.

Engraftment of male donor cells in this female patient

was initially detected by the polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) gene amplification technique demonstrating Y-

chromosome-specific DNA sequences in DNA extracts

from PBL. Chimerism was further established by HLA typing

of lymphocytes. HLA class I phenotype was determined

by serology and class II by molecular methods. At the age

of 4 years, 80 % of lymphocytes were of donor origin,

expressing HLA determinants of the very donor whose cells

were administered prenatally to M.H. (Table 2).

The immune reconstitution progressed up to levels close

to normal values: 462 CD3+ T lymphocytes per microliter

of blood, three-quarters of which were CD4+. IgG, IgM

and IgA also became progressively normal although a

restriction of heterogeneity was transiently detected. T

lymphocytes had satisfactory proliferative responses to

various stimuli, including phytomitogens and specific

antigens.

For 9 years, M.H. was relatively healthy, despite a

sclerosing cholangitis. At 9.5 years she received a cadaver

liver transplant, in an attempt to treat the progressing

sclerosing cholangitis, and unfortunately she had surgical

and infectious complications that proved to be fatal. A further

fetus (A.V.) received two fetal liver transplants to treat

CGD. An elder brother was known to have the disease

and prenatal diagnosis in the current case was positive. The

first transplant was carried out uneventfully by umbilical vein

infusion at 17 weeks, but the number of cells available for

infusion was considered insufficient. A second transplant

was, therefore, attempted at 21 weeks; unfortunately, the

procedure resulted in fetal bradycardia (possibly as a result

of the relatively rapid infusion of a large number of cells)

and led to fetal death within one hour.

Among the 20 other reported cases, 13 had sustained

engraftment together with partial or total

immunoreconstitution. It is noteworthy that all but two of

the SCID fetal patients but none of the CGD or Chediack-

Higashi, with less complete immunodeficiency, had sustained

engraftment of the in utero administered stem cells.

Hemoglobinopathies – The initial results obtained in the

first 2 patients with severe immunodefiency disease next

prompted us to attempt in utero FLT in fetuses with severe

non-immune hematological disorders. In such conditions,

however, graft take may be more difficult in a fetal host

with an intact immune system and we, therefore, assumed

that grafting had to be carried out early, during the first or at

the beginning of the second trimester, at a time when normal

fetuses have not yet developed very efficient cell-mediated

immunity27.

In one case, designated M.R. (Table 2), the mother

had a family history of thalassemia and requested early

prenatal diagnosis. The fetus was shown by molecular

techniques to have β0-thalassemia major. The mother

rejected the option of pregnancy termination for religious

reasons and, instead, requested an in utero FLT.

Transplantation was carried out at 12 weeks by

intraperitoneal injection of donor fetal liver cells. Studies

performed after birth showed the presence of thalassemic
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cells, but also of some cells of donor origin: PCR gene

amplification techniques revealed Y-chromosome-specific

DNA fragments in the PBL of this girl. In addition,

hemoglobin (Hb) A was found to account for 0.9 % of all

Hb at 6 months. No further transplant was performed in

this child who is presently in very good general condition.

Investigations have been carried out, 1 year after birth, 3

months after she had received a single blood transfusion;

the total Hb level was slightly below normal and the HbA

percentage was 30%. These data suggest that the

engraftment of few donor cells has been followed by some

cell proliferation resulting in an improvement and partial

correction of the hematological disorder. The number of

donor red cells has not, however, reached a level that would

permit to avoid blood transfusions. At the age of 4 years,

this number had further decreased and donor cells, with

the HLA phenotype of the donor, were found only in the

bone marrow of the patient. Approximately 0.5-1% of bone

marrow cells expressed simultaneously the CD34 marker

and the HLA-A32 phenotype of donor origin. These low

values are obviously not sufficient for a significant clinical

benefit, even if they suggest maintenance of tolerance to

donor antigens. After the age of 5 years, the patient has

regularly received blood transfusions every month, then

every 3 weeks, together with deferoxamine.

In a further fetal patient in whom a prenatal diagnosis

of β0-thalassemia major had also been made, FLT was

attempted by intravascular infusion at 17 weeks. A 4-ml

sample of blood was drawn and 10 ml medium containing

fetal cells was infused. Unfortunately, fetal bradycardia,

possibly related to the relatively rapid infusion, occurred

and led to fetal death within one hour. At least 18 additional

patients, with  α  or β-thalassemia, or sickle cell anemia,

have been treated in utero with stem cell transplants and

have been reported in the literature13,19,28-31. Of the total 20

patients, only 6 had a demonstrated engraftment and no

very long-lasting clinical benefit was recorded.

The different evolution in severe immunodeficiencies and

in hemoglobinopathies may result from the addition of two

factors : (a) more feasible engraftment by lack of functional

T cells and NK cells in the former patients, and (b)

selective advantage for donor cells over host cells in SCID

with hemoglobinopathies.

Inborn errors of metabolism – Seven fetal patients with

metabolic diseases have been treated in utero12,19, including

one of our patients with Niemann-Pick type A disease12.

Two patients had donor cell engraftment but none had

clinical benefit.

Experimental results in sheep fetuses with ceroids-

lipofuscinosis, in goat fetuses with  β-D-mannosidosis and in

cat fetuses with a-mannosidosis also showed that in utero

stem cell transplants had a relatively limited effect on the clinical

disease32-34. At the present time, it seems to be wise to refrain

from in utero transplants in patients with diseases involving

the central nervous system, although the blood-brain barrier

is more permeable in early fetal life than later on.

Hemophilia – Patient M.N. presented, at the fetal stage of

development, with a prenatal diagnosis of severe hemophilia

A. One brother had died of hemorrhages. Another brother

had severe hemophilia and had developed antibodies

responsible for resistance to factor VIII treatment. At the

age of 13 weeks post-fertilization, patient M.N. received a

fetal liver transplant, from a donor of also 13 weeks. The

objective was not to provide correction of the disease to

the patient but to attempt induction of immunological

tolerance to factor VIII by presenting this molecule to the

fetus throughout immune development.

As a result of FLT, engraftment of donor cells with

the HLA-A31+ phenotype was demonstrated with

percentages ranging from 8 to 15 %, at birth and 10 months

later. The patient naturally remained hemophiliac but he

appeared to have less severe bleedings than his brother.

No significant amount of factor VIII was detected in the

blood of the infant. No antibody and no resistance to factor

VIII treatment developed, suggesting acquisition of

tolerance to factor VIII.

Immunological Considerations:

Patients who had SCID and were treated with

mismatched stem cell transplants represent human

chimeras. Their T lymphocytes derived totally from donor

cells, while other cells in the body, including most B

lymphocytes and antigen-presenting cells (APC) were of
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No rm al T-ce ll

A P C AP C

S e lf  +  pep tid e X Allo  + pe p tid e  X

T-ce ll from ch ime ric p atie nt

Fig 7 –  Two distinct varieties of T lymphocyte differentiating in the thymus. On the left, a T-cell developed in an

HLA-identical thymus of a normal individual; the recognition structure recognizes the X antigenic peptide presented in

the groove of a self HLA antigen. On the right, a T-cell developed from a stem cell donor, in an HLA-mismatched

thymus of a chimeric host; the recognition structure recognizes the X antigenic peptide presented in the groove of an

allogeneic HLA antigen of host type

 

Self + cp Allo  1 + cp Allo  2 + cp Allo  3 + c p
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E L IM INA TION

Fig 8 –  Development and selection of a large variety of T lymphocytes with district recognition structures during the

differentiation processes from the stem cell, after migration to the thymus. Cp = common peptide; auto Agp =

auto antigenic peptide; P1, P2, P3 = antigenic peptides 1, 2, 3
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host origin14. Despite predictions that T-cell functions

would be impaired under such circumstances, due to

mismatch with interacting cells in the body35-38, normal

defense mechanisms against various bacterial and viral

micro-organisms did develop10.

T lymphocytes (donor type) of the patients responded

to tetanus toxoid (TT) antigen presented by the HLA-

mismatched APC of the host type. B lymphocytes (host)

also cooperated with the mismatched donor-derived T

lymphocytes for the efficient production of anti-TT



 

Thymus

(recipient)

SC (donor)

T cell

clonal deletion to donor

(due to donor de rived macrophages

and dendritic ce lls)
Tolerance

clonal anergy to host

(due to host thymic epithelial cells)

Antigen recognition restricted by MHC determinants of host

(due to host thymic epithelial cells)

T-CELL DIFFERENTIATION FROM DONOR SC:

ACQUISITION OF TOLERANCE AND OF ANTIGEN 

RECOGNITION

Fig 9 –  Differentiation of donor stem cells into mature T lymphocytes within the host thymus : acquisition of tolerance

and of antigen recognition. SC = stem cells

antibodies (IgM and, to a greater extent, IgG) both in

vivo and in vitro16,39. Similarly, cytotoxic T lymphocytes

(CTLs) from these patients recognized and lysed host

target cells, which were fully mismatched with the CTLs40.

Host HLA antigens, rather than self HLA antigens,

were thence demonstrated to act as restricting elements

for helper T-cells as well as CTLs in HLA-mismatched

chimeric patients. The T-cell receptor thus recognizes the

antigenic peptide X when it is presented by an HLA

molecule identical to that found on the T-cell itself as it does

with a common peptide (Fig 8).

 In normal individuals, only T-cells that recognize self

HLA antigens are induced to proliferative and develop a

second degree of diversity at the level of the T-cell receptor,

which leads to “self + X” recognition. In contrast, in chimeric

patients, a given set of other HLA molecules is continuously

presented to the developing T-cell within the thymus.

T-cells that recognize the given also-determinants are

then solicited, proliferate and develop the gene

rearrangement that leads to the expression of T-cell

under normal conditions (Fig 7). This “allo + X”

recognition9,41 is probably acquired by positive selection

within the host thymus.

Donor stem cells differentiated under the influence of

host thymic epithelial cells, which exhibited host HLA

molecules and governed selection and development of

thymocytes. Thymocytes that were issued from donor stem

cells and differentiated within the host thymus might have

initially acquired recognition structures for the various

receptors that recognize the various antigens in the context

of these allogeneic molecules14, 41.

With regards to negative selection and tolerance

following fetal stem cell transplantation, donor-reactive (but

not host-reactive) cells have been shown to be deleted from

the T-cell repertoire42. Clonal deletion is responsible for

tolerance to antigens of the donor and clonal anergy for

tolerance to host antigens. “Auto-reactive” T-cells clones

might be deleted upon interaction with stem cell-derived
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by animal experiments44. “Allo-reactive” T-cells that

specifically recognize host determinants are numerous in

the patients’ peripheral blood but they are not detrimental,

probably because they are suppressed or anergized in vivo.

In brief, progenitor T-cells that derive from the

transplant are led to maturation in the host thymus that

contains (a) positively selecting epithelial cells (of host origin)

and (b) deleting cells that were provided by the donor and

nested in the recipient thymus at the same time as

prothymocytes.

All the accumulated data suggest that T-cells derived

from donor stem cells have acquired a tolerance to antigens

of the donor via clonal deletion (following contact of

thymocytes with dendritic cells and macrophages of donor

origin) and a tolerance to antigens of the host via clonal

anergy (following contact of thymocytes with host thymic

epithelial cells).

Transplantation tolerance toward all donor and host

antigens is therefore present in these patients as is the

capacity of T-cells to recognize foreign antigens presented

in the context of host allogeneic HLA molecules (Fig 9).

Conclusions:

The fetal liver is a very efficient source of stem cells for

transplantation. FLT has shown its ability to cure completely,

and for the life-long, a significant percentage of

immunodeficient patients, either treated postnatally or

prenatally, in utero. Early diagnosis is required, as well as

optimal conditions for fetal tissue preparation.

The hope to treat inherited hemoglobinopathies as

efficiently as immunodeficiencies is not yet fulfilled. Ongoing

animal experiments should provide the knowledge that will

permit to overcome host resistance in non-immunodeficient

recipients.
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Alan Dardik1, Herbert Dardik2

The autologous saphenous vein is the standard against

which the performance of all other vascular grafts is

measured. However, even autologous saphenous vein is

far from ideal. It may be absent or diseased or too small or

too short, and time is required for rocurement and

preparation. Finally, after implantation as an arterial conduit,

it may undergo various forms of biodegradation. Therefore,

an alternative vascular conduit is still needed when

revascularization is mandatory but the saphenous vein is

absent or inadequate, for any reason. For decades,

alternatives to the autologous saphenous vein have been

studied by surgeons, engineers, and textile personnel. Some

of these alternatives have proved more useful than others,

Summary:

The glutaraldehyde-stabilized umbilical vein graft is a musculocollagenous tube lined by a thromboresistant basement

membrane and covered with a polyester mesh. Its use for lower extremity vascular reconstruction has been clinically

assessed since 1974. On the basis of longterm studies of patency and durability, this conduit has an important role

in revascularization of the lower limb. Experience, judgment, and meticulous technique are prerequisites for securing

long-term graft patency. No graft material can compensate for failure to adhere to these principles. The use of

glutaraldehyde-stabilized umbilical vein facilitates these operations by providing a reliable, nonantigenic material that

is mechanically equivalent to normal arteries and physically and chemically biocompatible. By studying the umbilical

vein graft, we  have gained new insights in the use of biologic material as a conduit for lower limb revascularization.

An immediate advantage has been the observation of the efficacy of the umbilical vein graft in reversing ischemia and

achieving limb salvage. Nonetheless, prospective randomized studies are necessary to access the comparative role

of this graft with others currently available.

although still others have been discarded. For example,

unmodified heterografts are no longer used because of

accelerated biodegradation. Unmodified allograft saphenous

veins enjoyed brief popularity, but despite apparent low

immunogenicity, most were ultimately rejected. Perhaps

pretreatment of allografts or even xenografts with chemical

agents or freezing techniques might result in biologic materials

that retain function. Clinical experience with aldehyde-

processing has, in fact, provided unique insights into the

usefulness and challenges of biologic materials deployed as

vascular conduits. Human umbilical cords are approximately

50 cm. in length and normally contain one vein and two

arteries in a mucopolysaccharide matrix called “Wharton’s
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jelly”. At birth, the vessels are collapsed but the vein can

easily be dilated up to 7 mm in diameter and the arteries

can be dilated up to 4 mm. Roentgenographic studies have

shown that the vessels are of uniform diameter. They have

no branches, valves, or vasa vasorum. Manometric studies

in vitro have shown that these vessels can tolerate pressures

in excess of 600mmHg. Initially, we implanted unmodified

segments of human umbilical cord veins in the aorta of

baboons1. Although early patency was achieved, predictable

rejection occurred within several weeks of implantation.

On gross histologic examination, aneurysm formation and

thrombosis were present; on microscopy, necrosis,

microabscesses, and macrophage and plasma cell infiltration

were seen. Previous attempts to use unmodified umbilical

cord vessels had met with similar failure2-4.

Inspired by the pioneering work of Carpentier et al5

and Rosenberg et al6, we studied the effects of both

dialdehyde starch and glutaraldehyde tanning on umbilical

cord vessels prior to their implantation as vascular conduits.

Unlike the previous failed attempts that occurred predictably

without aldehyde processing, success was now routinely

achieved, first in the laboratory and later in a small pilot

clinical study7,8. The superiority of glutaraldehyde as a tanning

agent compared with dialdehyde starch was apparent

histologically and was confirmed by immunologic studies9.

In addition, chemical and physical analyses of the interface,

including internal reflection spectroscopy and contact angle

determinations, were used to characterize the intimal surface

and to compare it with that of natural blood vessels, bovine

heterografts, and synthetic materials10,11. The former method

“fingerprinted” the flow surface and provided important

information regarding the presence and amount of lipid

deposition; the latter measured critical surface tension and,

therefore, surface energy as a marker for thrombogenicity.

Mechanical tests have been employed to ensure the

adequacy of the cross-links produced by aldehyde tanning.

Light, scanning, and transmission electron microscopy have

yielded much information regarding structure. Long-term

studies have shown that the glutaraldehyde-stabilized

umbilical vein graft retains its basic architecture. On the basis

of improved manufacturing and quality control, this graft

has now proved remarkably stable and resistant but certainly

not immune, to the forces of biodegradation. Current

umbilical grafts consist of manually stripped and prepared

veins that have been stabilized with glutaraldehyde under

optimal pH and temperative control. Aldehyde cross linkage

of the protein moieties increases tensile strength and masks

antigenicity. A polyester (Dacron) mesh is placed about the

vein, which is then sterilized and stored in 50% ethanol.

Most important, processing with glutaraldehyde sterilizes

the tissue of bacteria, viruses, and fungi and renders it

nonantigenic (Table 1).

Table 1 –  Effects of Glutaraldehyde on Biological

Material

Operative Technique:

With the glutaraldehyde-stabilized human umbilical vein

graft, several important technical maneuvers must be

observed. Foremost is the gentleness with which the graft

must be handled. Intimal fracture and extensive mural

dissection of blood can occur if the grant is handled roughly

or if standard clamps are applied. Before implantation,

alcohol and aldehyde residues are thoroughly rinsed out.

The variable thickness of the wall may present some difficulty

to the novice, which can easily be overcome with a little

practice. The critical aspect of performing an anastomosis

with the umbilical vein graft is to pass the needle through

the intimal surface. This step can be easily missed in a thicker

section of the graft. Some surgeons prefer to reflect the

polyester mesh while performing the anastomosis tissue to

tissue and then simply tack the mesh down later; others

perform the anastomosis by placing the needle through mesh

and graft at the same time (our preference). These technical

matters, as well as the choice of which anastomosis to do

first, the type of suture material, and specific anastomotic

techniques, are best left to the preference of the experienced
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surgeon. Interrupted suture technique is advocated at the

toe and heel of distal anastomosis, particularly at tibial and

peroneal sites. During tunneling of the graft, it is essential to

pass the graft through a metallic or plastic tube. If the

unprotected graft is pulled through tissue planes, damage

may occur because of the high friction between the polyester

mesh and the host tissues. We prefer to place all grafts to

the anterior tibial and peroneal arteries in the lateral

subcutaneous position. Similarly, a medial subcutaneous

position is employed for distal posterior tibial bypasses.

The anatomic position is employed for all popliteal and

proximal posterior tibial bypasses. Systemic heparinization

is employed and monitored intraoperatively by the activated

clotting time test.

Patients threatened with imminent limb loss and requiring

reconstruction to a tibial or peroneal artery and where a

prosthetic graft is necessary should be considered for an

adjunctive, distal arteriovenous fistula, which produces an

increased velocity of blood flow through the graft above

the thrombotic threshold level12,13. Although most of the

augmented graft flow is diverted into the low-resistance

venous circuit, distal arterial flow is maintained, albeit at

low pressure and decreased velocity.

Most fistulae are constructed by the common ostium

technique. Parallel arteriotomy and venotomy incisions (~25

mm long) are anastomosed to create a posterior suture line.

This permits the bypass graft to be anastomosed end to

side to a common ostium. Several variations of this technique

are possible. The success of this operation depends not

only on the quality of the venous circuit but also on the skill,

patience, and commitment by the vascular surgeon in

performing technically demanding procedures. Using a

tourniquet in this type of operation helps to simplify the

procedure and to decrease the time required for its

performance. This method has become routine in our

practice. Completion intraoperative arteriography has

proved successful, and we believe that it should be routine

along with the performance of completion duplex

sonography for all lower extremity bypass operations. With

these techniques, technical errors or unsuspected pathology

is often detected, and, just as important, it is possible to

obtain a clear record that provides an accurate short-term

prognosis and guide to future direction of care. During the

operation, the patient receives therapeutic doses of heparin.

If the patient does not have significant cardiac or renal

disease, we also employ low-molecular-weight dextran

during surgery and for an additional 2 days postoperatively

(500 ml/day), for a total of 3 days14. Postoperatively, the

patients continue to receive heparin until they can be

switched to sodium warfarin (Coumadin). The dose of

warfarin is usually adjusted to maintain the patient within an

approximately therapeutic range, but on occasion we employ

an empirical low-dose regimen (2.5 mg/day) for patients

who are noncompliant or when the anticoagulation level is

difficult to control. Aspirin is generally not used for umbilical

vein grafts, although in exceptional circumstances we have

combined aspirin, low-dose Coumadin, and subcutaneous

heparin. Clopidogrel (Plavix) can also be employed as an

alternative antiplatelet agent. Patients are generally

immobilized for several days with a foam knee immobilizer.

This is kept on while the patient is in bed, but it is removed

with the patient starts to walk. Length of hospitalization is

dependent on the status of the foot; hospitalization is

prolonged when the presence of lesions or gangrenous sites

necessitates care.

Results:

Since the clinical trials with umbilical vein grafts for

lower-limb revascularization were initiated in 1974, doubt

and skepticism with regard to their efficacy have coexisted

with reports demonstrating superior performance as a

prosthetic alternative to autologous vein. Most of these

studies comparing the performance of vascular grafts are

flawed by (1) short-term to medium-term follow-up, (2)

varying indications for operations, and (3) differences in

underlying pathology. Few prospective randomized studies

exist; of those that do, practically all are flawed by poor

case selection, bias, or unfair interpretation of results15-17.

Our total experience with the glutaraldehyde-stabilized

umbilical vein graft now exceeds 1300 cases. We

documented our first decade of experience (1975 to 1985)

to show half-life patencies for popliteal, tibial, and peroneal

bypasses of 6.5, 2.3, and 1.7 years, respectively18. Some

authors have expressed concern regarding the latter two

numbers and also with the finding of a 36% incidence of

aneurysm and 21% incidence of dilation after 5 years of
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implantation. Despite these concerns about graft

degeneration, only 6% of patients have actually required

surgical intervention because of aneurysmal graft dilation

within 5 years after implantation. A follow-up report during

the second decade of experience with the umbilical vein

graft (1985 to 1995) confirmed improving secondary

patency rates at 5 years: 65% and 45% for popliteals and

crurals, respectively, during this latter period compared with

57% and 33%, as reported during the first decade of

experience19. Furthermore, only two graft aneurysms were

discovered during the 1985 to 1995 period, suggesting an

improvement in cord vein selection and processing. Our

current data in the third decade of umbilical vein graft use

confirm the trend toward better primary and secondary

patency rates as well as better control of biodegradation.

Interestingly, surveillance studies of autologous vein grafts

are also showing a 30% rate of morphologic change during

the first year after implantation and lesser percentages during

subsequent years. When added, the total percentage of

duplex demonstrated changes in morphology in autologous

vein reconstruction approaches 50%! Admittedly, most of

these changes do not require 7 intervention, but this is also

true of all biologic grafts, a fact not acknowledged by critics

of the umbilical vein graft. There were no statistically

significant differences between any of the primary and

secondary patency rates of a particular type of

reconstruction. Secondary patency rates for popliteal and

tibial/peroneal reconstruction at 6 years were 67% and 47%,

respectively. These figures were 11% and 4% better than

their respective primary patency rates. Cumulative limb

salvage rates at 5 years were 80% and 65%, respectively,

for popliteal and tibial/peroneal reconstructions. We believe

that the marked improvement in the tibial/peroneal data from

our prior experience is due to our increased use of the

adjunctive distal arteriovenous fistula13,20. Factors relating

to graft failure include (1) quality of the artery at the site of

distal anastomosis and, more important, (2) distal runoff.

Calcification, reduced diameter, presence of thrombus, and

absence of the pedal arch are additional factors associated

with early graft thrombosis, but none is absolute. In fact,

durable patency can be achieved in some of these cases, a

reflection of multiple factors and especially technical skill.

Case selection is therefore critical, but currently available

evaluation modalities, both angiographic and noninvasive,

can be misleading. Intraoperative angiography may be

helpful, but arterial exploration with direct manual injection

of heparinized saline provides the simplest and fastest

answer regarding the functional status of the distal circulation.

High resistance, as measured by this method, albeit crude

and subjective, is associated with predictable early failure.

Most of the causes of high resistance can be confirmed by

arteriography. Under these circumstances, one should

consider abandoning the bypass procedure particularly if,

in the case of a crural bypass, an adjunctive distal

arteriovenous fistula cannot be constructed13. These are

obviously desperate circumstances, and we must consider

the general clinical status of the patient before proceeding

with reconstructive rather than ablative, surgery.

Complications:

Thrombosis – Thrombosis is the most common

complication associated with any vascular graft. With the

umbilical vein, thrombosis can result from faulty technique,

unfamiliarity with the graft’s unique handing characteristics,

or poor case selection. Thrombosis resulting from the graft

itself  occurs where the flow surface is damaged, thereby

permitting blood to dissect intramurally. Defective grafts are

possible, of course, but these are almost always detected

during the manufacturing process by a number of quality

control tests. If the intraoperative arteriogram shows poor

runoff or absence of runoff and if a more distal anastomosis

would be impossible to perform, early postoperative

thrombosis is accepted as a failure and reoperation is not

considered. In all other situations, early and unanticipated

thrombosis should be immediately reexplored and its cause

should be searched for and corrected. Because a distal

arteriovenous fistula is routinely constructed with all of our

crural bypasses employing an umbilical vein graft,

reexploration for early thrombosis is performed if the venous

outflow is good (size and quality), regardless of the state of

the arterial runoff. The most important aspect of successful

thrombectomy of   an umbilical vein graft is extreme

gentleness in its performance21. Overinflation of a balloon

catheter can easily disrupt the graft. It is preferable to

evacuate most of the thrombus by gentle external massage

or by direct saline irrigation through proximal and distal
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arteriotomies prior to passage of a balloon catheter. In fact,

we omit the use of the balloon catheter for the graft itself if

the other maneuvers are clearly effective. Late graft

thrombosis can be similarly managed, but preoperative

arteriography should be performed to evaluate proximal

and distal disease progression. Thrombolysis is an option

and can be an effective alternative to surgery. Lesions

responsible for thrombolysis may be discovered with clot

lysis and treated by endovascular or direct means. Placement

of a new graft even to areas remote from the original bypass,

may be preferable, particularly when an intense desmoplastic

response has occurred at the anastomosis and an

endovascular approach is not feasible or predictably

successful.

Late graft thrombosis does not inevitably lead to

amputation, particularly when digital or forefoot amputations

or ulcerations have already been healed. The rate of limb

salvage following tibial bypass is similar to that obtained

with popliteal reconstructions. Although peroneal

reconstruction is associated with the lowest salvage rate,

the preservation of more than half of such limbs for 2 to 4

years emphasizes the importance of continuing peroneal

artery reconstruction in appropriately selected cases22.

Infection – Infection represents one of the most serious

complications of any vascular prosthesis. Although the

umbilical vein graft is not immune to infection, the

glutaraldehyde tanning employed during its manufacture

seems to impart some degree of increased resistance. This

is unlike the bovine heterograft which, tanned with

dialdehyde starch, would often dissolved when infected,

resulting in life-threatening hemorrhage. The umbilical vein

graft is able to maintain structural integrity under these

adverse conditions to permit appropriate preparation and

revision. The incidence of infection for umbilical vein grafts

is similar to the incidence with saphenous vein grafts (<3%).

Although most infected grafts must be removed to cure the

sepsis and prevent bleeding, some grafts may be salvaged

by intensive antibiotic therapy combined with wide local

drainage, muscle transposition, or flap advancement to cover

the graft.

extremely uncommon today. This is in contradistinction to

the bovine heterograft. Superior tanning achieved with

glutaraldehyde, use of an outer polyester mesh, and

preservation of the umbilical vein’s intrinsic anatomy are all

believed to contribute to greater resistance to

biodegradation. The development of an aneurysm probably

reflects a combination of host metabolic factors and

inadequate or reversal of aldehyde cross-links. Aneurysms

involving the umbilical vein graft should be resected, if they

are symptomatic or larger than 2 to 3 cm, and replaced

with an interposition new bypass graft. Because almost all

false aneurysms that occur at anastomotic sites are due to

faulty technique, the incidence of this complication has fallen

dramatically with increasing experience. Some 10 false

aneurysms still occur because of excessive mural thinning

following endarterectomy of the recipient vessel. Correction

of false aneurysms may require patch angioplasty or

interposition grafting. If infection is present, wide drainage,

graft excision, and extra-anatomic bypass may all be

necessary.

Intimal hyperplasia – Because the glutaraldehyde-

stabilized umbilical vein graft is not viable, it is intrinsically

incapable of developing intimal hyperplasia. Hyperplasia

may, however, originate in the host vessels near the

anastomosis and may extend into the graft lumen. This is

believed to be due in part to local turbulence, which in turn,

is due to residual disease, compliance mismatch, wide

angulation of the anastomosis, and size disparity between

the graft and host vessels. Surgical trauma is also a key

ingredient. Correction of these factors, when possible, may

decrease the incidence of intimal hyperplasia but does not

eliminate it; this problem must be resolved at the molecular

level.
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Third Party Reproduction – Solution for Irreversible Infertility

Introduction:

Third party reproduction means involvement of a third

person in the conception procedure indirectly, to produce

an offspring of a couple. This involves the use of male or

female gametes or embryo donated by third individual

(donor), to enable an infertile individual or couple (intended

recipient) to become parents.

The incidence of infertility in recent years has greatly

increased. Among many other causes, irreversible damage

to woman’s uterus, endometrial lining, or ovary, either due

to advanced age or due to different diseases like tuberculosis

or cancer, may pose real difficulty in conception, and to

have genetic or biological child of their own. Some sort of

irreversible damage may happen to male reproductive tract

or testis. Due to career building of both male and female

partners, most often pregnancy is delayed for a long time.

In many instances, the couples come at advanced ages,

requesting for pregnancy. Delayed marriage or remarriage

at advanced age also raises this situation, where the

infertologist looks for alternative procedure to solve their

problems. That is why third party reproduction is gradually

becoming very popular. Until introduction of in-vitro

fertilisation (IVF) programme in the field of infertility in late

70s, egg or oocyte donation / embryo donation (OD / ED)

programme were not feasible procedures of treating infertile

couples. But donor insemination (DI) and surrogacy were

very ancient procedures1. It was traditional surrogacy,
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available in ancient ages1, but gestational surrogacy became

extremely popular from early 80s, when assisted

reproductive technology (ART) procedures were available

as a treatment of choice in infertile couples. Though the

legal situation about surrogacy is not very clear in India,the

question of inheritance and rights of the child born out of

such arrangements are being solved gradually by the Indian

government through the Indian Council of Medical Research

(ICMR). From legal aspect, gestational surrogacy is a safer

procedure than traditional surrogacy; hence, its use has

become popular in recent days.

Third party reproduction is a complex process requiring

consideration of social, ethical, and legal issues. The

increased use of egg donation has required a reconsideration

of the social and ethical impact this technology has had on

prospective parents, their offspring, and the egg donors

themselves.

Third party reproduction can be classified as following:

(1)  Using own womb – Sperm donation

           Egg donation

            Embryo donation

(2) Using other’s womb – Surrogacy

            Traditional surrogacy

           Gestational surrogacy

Sperm Donation:

Sperm donation can be considered in a couple, where

the husband has severely handicapped fertility either in semen

parameter or in reproductive system – congenital or

acquired.

    The seminal abnormalities may be obstructive

azoospermia like absence of vas or vasectomy, blockage

of ejaculatory duct or non-obstructive, eg, testicular failure

or testicular atrophy due to radiation or castration. The sperm

donors are screened as per standard protocol by clinical

examinations and laboratory tests, essential to exclude any

disease. The screening should be periodic.

Severe oligospermia is also an indication for DI. The

males with ejaculatory dysfunctions or transmissible genetic

defect seek for therapeutic donor insemination (TDI). TDI

may be considered in isoimmunised Rh-negative female

desirous to have child, when her husband is Rh-positive.

Single female desirous to have child, can also opt for TDI.

With increasing popularity of intracytoplasmic sperm

injection (ICSI) to treat male infertility, the requirement of

sperm donation has gone down worldwide. The procedures

like percutaneous epididymal sperm aspiration (PESA) or

testicular sperm aspiration (TESA) or ICSI are costly.

Many couples in India cannot afford procedures like TESA

or PESA or for sperm collection for ICSI, where the

husbands are azoospermic, and they opt for accepting donor

sperm. Since 1980, with the emergence of acquired immune

deficiency syndrome (AIDS), donor insemination at present,

is exclusively performed with frozen sperm quarantined for

at least 6 months, obtained from registered ART (sperm)

banks.

The use of sperm donated by a relative or a known

friend of either wife or husband is not permitted. It is the

responsibility of ART clinic to obtain sperm from appropriate

banks. Neither the clinic nor the couple shall have the right

to know the donor identity and address, but both clinic and

couple however, shall have the right to have the fullest

possible information from the semen bank, about donor,

such as height, weight, skin colour, educational qualifications,

profession, family background, freedom from any known

disease or carrier status (such as hepatitis B or AIDS), ethnic

origin, and the DNA fingerprint (if possible), prior to

accepting the donor semen. It will be responsibility of the

semen bank and clinic to ensure, that the couple does not

come to know the identity of donor. The ART clinic will be

authorised to appropriately charge the couple for semen

provided, and the tests are done in donor semen2.

Egg Donation:

Preliminary works in monkeys showed possibility of

having pregnancy artificially, after oophorectomy3, and this

has led to the idea of OD pregnancy for women having
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ovarian failures. The first pregnancy achieved with egg

donation was reported in 1984. Since that time, there has

been increasing use of egg donation to help infertile couples

/ female individuals to conceive. Oocyte donations (OD)

leading to successful pregnancies are reported several times

in literature4,5. Egg donors are identified, and eggs are

obtained from the donor’s ovaries by standard ultrasound

(USG) guidance, called oocyte pick-up (OPU) procedure

and donated to intended recipient by the process of in-

vitro fertilisation (IVF). Sperm obtained from the recipient’s

partner (or a sperm donor) is used to fertilise these eggs,

and embryos are transferred into the recipient’s uterus. If

pregnancy occurs, the recipient will have a biological but

not genetic relationship to the child; her partner (if he

provided the sperm) will be both biologically and genetically

related. Egg donation is used when a woman has ovarian

failure or menopause naturally or prematurely, due to surgery

or radiation. This indication has also been extended for poor

responders, or women having transmissible genetic

disorders or repeated IVF failures. In case of IVF failure

with own oocyte in women at 40s, there is increasing

demand for donated oocytes for successful pregnancy6. Egg

donors should be fertile women of maximum 35 years of

age, having at least one offspring.

The donors can be anonymous donors, recruited from

separate agencies, or known donors obtained from family

members or donors obtained from newspaper

advertisements. Some follow egg-sharing programme, by

taking proper consent from both donor and recipient. Egg

donors should be evaluated by usual protocols, where the

aim is to exclude diseases and to know ovarian reserves.

The ICMR guidelines also state about the requirements of

oocyte donors are as follows7:

(1) The individual must be free of HIV and hepatitis B and

C infections, hypertension, diabetes, sexually

transmitted diseases, genital tuberculosis (TB), and

identifiable and common generic disorders, such as

thalassaemia and other blood disorders.

(2) The blood group and Rh status of the individual must

be determined and placed on record.

(3) Other relevant information in respect of the donor, such

as age, weight, height, skin and eye colours, educational

qualifications, profession, and family background in

respect of history of any familial disorder, must be

recorded in an appropriate proforma.

(4) The age of donor must not be less than 21 years or

more than 35 years. It has been shown that the success

rates of OD pregnancies vary with age of donor. The

rate is about 59% in age group 20-22 years, 46% for

age group 26-28 years, 30.5% in age group 32-34

years, and 27% in that of 35-38 and above 38 years8.

The present law about egg donation is as follows:

Neither the clinic nor the couple shall have the right to

know the donor identity and address, but both the clinic

and the couple shall however have the right to have fullest

possible information from the oocyte bank on the donor,

such as weight, height, colour of the skin, educational

qualifications, etc, prior to accepting donor oocyte. The

donor’s name will not be on the child’s birth certificate.

The donor must be informed that offspring born will not

know her identity. The donor must relinquish in writing, all

parental rights concerning the offspring born. A child born

through ART has a right to seek information about his generic

parent / surrogate mother, on reaching 18 years of age,

excepting information on the name and address ie, the

individual’s personal identity, who donated gamete. The child

has no legal, financial, social or moral rights over his/her

donor. The donor may get involved psychologically

regarding outcome of their egg donation, which may be

harmful to them.

It has been observed that the pregnancy rates in egg

donation are quite high, as compared to 2-party ART

programme. This may be due to lack of endometrial

hyperstimulation, no risk of hyperoestrogenism, no

premature luteinisation, and better control of the window

of receptivity. In case of OD, there is no significant difference

in success rates in the first and subsequent cycles9. The

success rate in egg donation cycle with fresh donated

embryo is 47.8%, in one Indian study10. ED calculated in

“Calcutta Fertility Mission” (author’s institute) sometimes
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reaches up to 57% clinical pregnancy, with a take-home

baby rate of 49%.

In case of donation programme, may be oocyte, may

be embryo, if the question of anonymity of recipient or

donor are at stake, then the right of autonomy and privacy

of parents, right to privacy of donor, and right of the child

to know his / her origin also come into question. All these

rights cannot be maintained simultaneously. To solve this

problem, both donor and recipient can opt for identifiable

or anonymous person, but so far as right of the child is

concerned, probably his / her right to know origin cannot

be disrespected.

With increase in incidence of infertility, the demand for

donor gamete  will rise tremendously in future. The present

day research  is aimed  at finding embryonic stem cells,

which can differentiate sperms and eggs, and that human

embryonic stem cells  can  also  differentiate into germ cells

in culture11-15.  In near future, gametes derived from

spontaneous differentiation of embryo stem cell, lines could

be created and cultures in large quantities using

bioreactor16,17.

Egg Sharing:

Egg sharing is an arrangement where an infertile lady

gets ART procedure at reduced or no cost, in return to

donating her oocytes partly for treatment of another infertile

lady, who bears the cost of the donor’s treatment as well,

because the recipient lacks in her own oocyte

production18,19. Egg sharing is a sub-set of egg donation

programme and is a possible solution to imbalance between

large numbers of potential recipients and currently, small

numbers of oocyte donors (OD). The ICMR guidelines

state that the system of oocyte sharing in which an indigent

infertile couple who needs to raise resource for ART agrees

to donate oocytes to an affluent infertile couple, wherein

the wife can carry a pregnancy though she cannot produce

her own oocyte through IVF, with the sperms of male

partner of affluent couple, for a monetary compensation

that would take care of the expenses of an ART procedure

of the indigent couple, must be encouraged7. There are

certain ethical and moral issues in egg sharing programme

as well. The specialty of egg sharing programme is that a

woman can use drugs for developing her eggs, not solely to

donate, but to use part of her eggs for her own treatment as

well. Brian Libermann, a father-figure of infertility from St.

Mary’s Hospital, Manchester, United Kingdom (UK)

believes that there is violation of the principle of non-

salability of human tissues, or for commercial use, as there

is monetary transaction either in egg sharing or egg donation.

The success rate is shared donation is also as high as that

of total egg donation20.

Embryo Donation:

When an embryo produced by the union of male and

female gametes of other couple undergoing fertility

treatment, and transferred to other infertile patient to achieve

pregnancy, it is called embryo donation. The recipient

couples opting for this procedure suffer either from

untreatable infertility, recurrent pregnancy loss, or embryonic

defects due to genetic disorders, affecting one or both

partners. In this process, the recipient undergoes

appropriate mental and psychological screenings, as

happens in all egg donation cycle. The recipient’s

endometrium and cavity are checked and then treated with

hormones, to make it suitable for embryo transfer (ET).

In case of ED, the couples should consult with legal

authorities in preparing any pre-donation agreement, or

whether judicial determination is necessary for determination

of parentage. The quality of embryo and preparation of

endometrial bed for implantation are also important factors

for attaining success after ET. In case of frozen embryo,

age of the donor from whom embryo is produced and the

period for which the embryos remain frozen, may be

determining factors as well. The success rate of ED primarily

depends on viability of donated embryos. One group had

been reported to have a pregnancy rate of 19.1% after

frozen-thawed ET, and that of 32.3% after fresh donor ET21.

Surrogacy:

Surrogacy is a procedure in which a surrogate (carrier

mother) who is a lady other than the genetic mother carries

the pregnancy, instead of genetic mother, who is unfit or
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unwilling to carry her own pregnancy. By the process of

surrogacy, it is possible for a child to have 5 parents, as

following – (1) generic mother, (2) generic father, (3)

gestational mother, (4) rearing mother and, (5) rearing father.

The first in-vitro fertilisation (IVF) surrogate pregnancy

occurred in United States in 1985. This is called gestational

surrogacy, where the egg and sperm of two other individuals

are used to create a pregnancy in the carrier by using IVF

technology. Gestational carrier arrangements have become

more common in recent years, in part due to the availability

of IVF, and in part due to their reduced legal risk. The few

reported decisions reflect a general consensus that the

couples providing the gametes and intending to parent the

child are the child’s legal parents, overcoming any common

law presumption of maternity based on giving birth22.

The other form of surrogacy is traditional surrogacy,

where IVF procedure is not required. In these cases, the

surrogate is inseminated with sperm of the male partner of

infertile couple. In the former form of surrogacy, the carrier

is not genetically related with the child, but in the latter form,

the newborn is genetically related to the surrogate and male

partner, but not the infertile female partner, otherwise called

“rearing-up mother”. So in traditional surrogacy, the infertile

couple should legally adopt the child after birth. A gestational

carrier contract should be as comprehensive as possible,

setting forth, for example, the party’s intentions with respect

to parentage of the child, their financial arrangements,

prenatal care, delivery plans, selective reduction, abortion,

future contacts among the parties, and co-operation on legal

steps to establish parentage. Because of the constitutional

procreative rights and protections, specific performance of

certain critical aspects of an agreement and provisions for

damages may be appropriate and enforceable. Gestational

surrogacy may be considered by a woman who has

functioning ovaries, but either absent or non-functioning or

malformed  uterus. In certain situations, where pregnancy

may cause a threat to life of the female partner, gestational

surrogacy may be considered. Traditional surrogacy is called

for when the ovaries of a woman are non-functioning and

classically the uterus is also absent or non-functioning along

with. This form of surrogacy may also be considered by a

woman who has a transmissible genetic disease. Before

selecting a surrogate, the screening procedures,

psychological and legal issues are to be considered. The

ethical, moral and social issues need careful considerations

as well.

As the demand of surrogacy is increasing in India along

with ART procedures, ICMR has come out with many

guidelines about this ART for surrogacy22. According to

ICMR guidelines, a surrogate mother carrying a child,

biologically unrelated, must register as a patient in her own

name. While registering, she must mention that she is a

surrogate mother and provide all the necessary information

about the genetic parents, such as names, address, etc. She

must not use or register in the name of the person, whom

she is carrying the child, as this would pose legal issues,

particularly in the untoward event of maternal death (in

whose names, will the hospital certify this death?). The birth

certificate shall be in the name of the genetic parents. The

mother.  All expenses of the surrogate mother during the

pregnancy period and post-natal care related to pregnancy

should be borne by the couple seeking surrogacy. The

surrogate mother will also be entitled to a monetary

compensation from the couple, for agreeing to act as a

surrogate. The exact value of this compensation should be

decided by discussion between the couples and proposed

surrogate mother. An oocyte donor, however, cannot act

as a surrogate mother for the couple to whom the oocyte is

being donated23. Gestational surrogacy should be considered

for indicated cases only. The payments to surrogate mothers

should cover all genuine expenses, and documents must be

available.

Surrogacy may be commercial, when the surrogate is

paid over and above the necessary medical expenses.

Commercial surrogacy is legal in India24. However, when

the surrogate is paid only the necessary expenses related
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to pregnancy, such form of surrogacy is termed as “altruistic

surrogacy”25.

The ART centres should not to be involved in money

matters. ART clinics also should not advertise for the

surrogate mothers. The search is to be performed by

intended couple, semen banks, or legal firms. The surrogate

mothers should not be above 45 years of age. The ART

clinics must ensure the health of a woman by standard

screening procedures, before accepting them as surrogate

mums.

A woman, serving as surrogate mother should be of

the same generation. A prospective surrogate mother should

be seronegative for HIV or genital TB, even just before

ET. A surrogate mother is to give in writing that she has

experienced no intravenous drug abuse by sharing syringe,

had no blood transfusion, and she and / or her husband did

not have any extra-marital relation in the last 6 months, to

the best of their knowledge.

Declaration should be given by a surrogate mother for

non-use of intravenous drugs and not accepting any blood

transfusion, except those from certified banks. No woman

can be a surrogate mother for more than three times in her

lifespan22.

A surrogate should be mother of at least one child and

have stable social environment. Unless and until a surrogate

lady has experience of child-bearing (pregnancy) and child-

birth (delivery), it is problematic for her to give true, informed

consent to be a surrogate mother26.

Many foreigners come to India to appoint surrogates

for their genetic child, because the cost in India is much less

than the western world27. The Home Ministry has laid down

certain restrictions, which are to be observed before

appointing Indian surrogates. The foreign nationals must

produce consent from the foreign ministry of their own

country, indicating that their country recognises surrogacy,

and that they will accept and allow the newborn child born

out of Indian surrogate to enter their country and as a

biological  child of the couple28.

It will be prudent to highlight some of the ICMR

guidelines on surrogacy29:

It is a must for the ART clinic which should obtain

approval from the appropriate accreditation authorities, and

they shall not play any role in commercial surrogacy

arrangements. Close family member of an infertile couple

can act as their surrogate. The surrogate has the legal right

to get financial compensation from the infertile couple. Name

of the genetic parents shall be written on the birth certificate

of the child born out of surrogacy and the surrogate must

surrender in writing, all parental rights with regard to the

child born. It is specified that surrogacy arrangements are a

viable option of for infertile couples only, or for those whose

pregnancy may possibly create hazards30.

The outcome of surrogate pregnancies undertaken in

our centre is encouraging. The procedure is still less popular

in our country, as compared to the western world for social

reasons, but will be more acceptable in near future.

Adoption:

Though adoption does not involve any technology of

reproduction, it involves a third party. In this process, a

child is permanently separated from his / her biological

parents and becomes the legitimate child of his / her adoptive

parents, with all the rights, privileges and responsibilities

associated with the relationship31. From the legal point of

view, the process of adoption means that birth parent’s rights

and responsibilities are transferred to adoptive parents, yet

have far-reaching social, psychological and emotional

consequences.

Pregnancy Outcome From Different Procedures of

Third Party Reproduction :

(1) Sperm donation – The success of sperm donation is

usually equivalent to that of intra-uterine insemination

(IUI) programme (20-25% success rate per cycle). If

sperm donation is meant for ART procedures, the

success rate is related to the specific procedure.
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(2) Oocyte donation and embryo donation – The

pregnancy rates in OD procedure are never less than

IVF success rates and possible higher than that, as

recipients do not face the ill-effects of controlled ovarian

hyperstimulation (COH), which might cause some

problems with endometrial development. In cases with

menopausal women, the endometrial development is

achieved more easily with exogenous oestrogen and

progesterone. Hence under favourable condition, the

success rate never goes below 40% per cycle, and in

many centres, reaches up to 50%. In our institute

“Calcutta Fertility Mission”, for the last 5 years, OD

programme had led to success rates varying between

47% and 55%. The success of OD or ED programmes

depends on the age of donor and number of embryos

transferred.

(3) Embryo sharing (ES) –Studies32,33 have shown that

the success rates of donors are not compromised when

oocyte pool is shared with donor and matched with

any anonymous recipient.

(4) Surrogacy – The success of surrogacy depends on the

following factors – age of the genetic mother, quality of

the embryo developed from genetic parents, and role

of the surrogate mother; if she is healthy and her

endometrial development is good, usually the result is

good.

The overall success rate is more than 40%, though

replacement in natural cycle gives better result, but for all

practical purposes, replacement in controlled cycle is better

than the previous one. In our centre, frozen-thawed embryo

or fresh embryo replacement in surrogacy shows almost

similar results, and the success rate goes up to 45%.

General Consideration in Third Party Reproduction:

The clinics involved in any one of the following activities

should register and will be supervised by state accreditation

authority / state appropriate authority / central authority34.

Staffs of the clinic should be sufficiently qualified, and

maintain a code of practice34. The clinic should be provided

with all facilities of clinical laboratory and counselling care34.

If the surrogate and intended parents are counselled

properly, no problem arises to either party, as it has been

mentioned in literature34,35. They should maintain any

information about the clients and donors highly

confidential36. All relevant information must be provided to

the patients, before treatment starts34. There must be

standard, written and informed consents from all the parties,

before proceeding for third party reproduction34. Proper

counselling should be provided to both donor and recipient34.

The handling of gametes and embryos should be with high

care, and no more than 3 embryos should be transferred in

a single cycle, and no woman should be transferred with

gametes and embryos derived from more than one man or

woman in a given cycle34. During storage of gametes and

embryos, high standard should be maintained, and records

and identifications of every individual embryo should be

maintained properly34. If the centre is accredited from

appropriate authority they can proceed to do so. It should

also be kept in mind, that no human embryo should be

placed in a non-human animal. Moreover, all research

projects should get approval from the institute’s ethical

committee, before submission to accreditation authorities34.

There should be a nominated person in every clinic, to deal

with problems arising from deeds coming from the clients34.

The clinic should be clear with all money matters, and should

not get involved in any transaction with the donor or recipient.

They should declare their success rates clearly to the

patients, without hiding or falsifying any result34. In case of

males, the age of sperm donor should be between 21and

45 years, and that of egg donor, between 18 and 35 years.

Future of Third Party Reproduction:

Gestational surrogacy is the only option for getting a

generic child for females having congenital or surgical

absence of uterus or presence of a non-functional uterus,

which is otherwise called absolute uterine factor infertility
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Abstract:

Burn represents an extremely stressful experience for both the burn victims as well as their families. India has a

few hundred doctors committed to take care of burn patients in burn centre settings. Large majority of them are in

urban regions. Burn care is a huge challenge in India, having the highest female mortality globally. Strategies for

prevention and training of burn team will positively translate into improved outcomes in the burn management in the

rural region. The study was conducted to identify the demographic and sociocultural aspects of burn patients and to

investigate the factors affecting outcome and mortality of burn, to determine the magnitude of the problem of burn

injuries, and to hypothesise some remedial steps to decrease the morbidity and mortality due to burn in rural parts of

India.

Key words: Burn, awareness, rural India.
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Introduction:

Burn care was primitive in India till 1980s. Patients who

suffer from extensive burn injuries frequently die, while others

suffer from long hospitalisation, multiple surgeries, and

prolonged rehabilitations. Prevalence of burn in India is

reflected in studies from different parts of the country1.

Burden of this disease causes severe pressures on financial

and manpower resources.  Burn can happen anywhere, but

are more common in the rural region, affecting the poor.

Most common cause is flame burn, the culprit being

kerosene and flammable flowing garments worn by the

women. In India the infrastructure of healthcare network is

good but there is a severe resource crunch. In order to

bring a positive change, there will have to be more trained

personnel with resources as care of burn is a multispeciality

team work. Adequate infrastructure is required for quick

transfer to appropriate facility for those requiring specialised

attention.

Burn exerts a catastrophic influence on people in terms

of suffering, disability, and financial loss of human life

particularly in developing countries like us. Poverty,

sociocultural factors, illiteracy, erratic electricity supply and

local religious and traditional practices also influence the

burn occurrence and their outcome. Because of the cold

weather conditions during winter months people regularly
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Fig 1 – Showing Accessibility to Burn Care Centre

Fig 2 – Showing Per Cent of Flame Burning
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use heating gadgets like electric, kerosene and gas heaters

and in particular the traditional “kangri” (earthen fire pot)

and most of the burn injuries occur in winter months of the

year. In different communities the aetiological factor of burn

injuries varies considerably, hence a careful analysis of the

epidemiological factors in every community is needed before

the planning and implementation of a sound prevention

programme2.

Materials and Methods:

After visiting about 14 villages in different districts in

the rural areas of West Bengal, a survey was done and

data collected. The inclusion criteria was people aged 18

years and above having an incidence of burn to the person

or in his/her family within one year, with sound mental make-

up and willing to participate in the study. The number of

persons included in this study and sample size came to be

912. Then they were subjected to questionnaire-interview

to obtain following information. Registration data – age,

sex, residence, occupation, marital status. Circumstances

of the burn – place and time, brief description of the event,

agent responsible, whether first aid given, associated burning

of clothes, patient’s and attendant’s reaction.

Clinical assessment of the wound – site, affected body

surface area, degree, depth, severity, complications.

Chronological data – dates of admission and discharge

if required. 

After gathering the information from the questionnaire

a cross-sectional survey was carried out over a period of 6

months to know accessibility to a burn care centre among

the rural population, most common cause of burn,

knowledge about the first aid and prevention strategies to

be adopted to prevent higher incidence of burn, availability

of trained personnel among them for management of local

wound and about the need for referral services, knowledge

about management of minor burn.

The data was analysed by SPSS 11.0 version. Results

were expressed in percentage with respect to total sample

size.

Results:

The percentage of the rural population who were having

accessibility to a burn care centre was found to be around

22% (202/912)(Fig 1). The most common cause of burn

was flame burn which was due to kerosene ie, 67% (610/

912) (Fig 2).

Most of the burn victims were females as they wore

light linen sarees which caught fire very easily while lighting

the flame with kerosene. The percentage of females was

73% compared to males who were only 27%.

The percentage of population who had knowledge about

the  first aid and prevention strategies against higher incidence

of  major burn was found to be around 54% (493/912) (Fig3).

The percentage of trained personnels who were approved

for management of superficial burn injuries and had

knowledge about the need of reference services was found

to be around 10% (94/912) (Fig 4). The percentage of

population who at least have some basic knowledge about

the guidelines for management of minor burn injuries was

found to be around 23% (212/912) (Fig 5).
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Fig 3 – Showing Knowledge about First Aid Prevention

Fig 5 – Showing Per Cent of Population Having

Knowledge of Management of Minor Burns

Fig 4 – Showing Availability of Trained Personnel

Discussion:

Burn incidence is very high in India and so is mortality

and morbidity thereof. Burn affects everyone but rural

population has to travel long distances in search of a burn

care centre. The present study revealed that only 22% of

the population in the rural India had an accessibility to a

burn care centre. In this study the most common cause of

burn has been found to be flame burn due to kerosene which

is used in the lamps for illumination or stove for cooking. It

is a domestic accident and females are the most common

victim. These observations are in similar with other

epidemiological studies where3-5 most of the flame burn

were due to the kerosene stove. As regards sex distribution,

the female preponderance in the age group 20-40 years

concurs with other reports from developing countries like

in other parts of rural India and Jordan as well as other

Egyptian studies and might be explained by the involvement

of females in domestic activities3,4. Sociocultural factors are

among the major causes of different sex predisposition of

burn injury in developing countries like India compared to

other developed nations. The present study also stated that

the most common victim of burn were females who were

73% compared to males who were only 27%. The most

common cause being wearing of loose linen sarees and

clothes which fire easily6. The first aid treatment were in the

form of application of toothpastes, antiseptic ointments,

turmeric paste, liquid ink, pouring of cold water over the

burnt area which were provided by the family members

and/or by-standers. Many patients (54%) received first aid

at the site of the burn from local health care providers, and

46% did not receive it. The findings are almost in consistent

with those reported by Ramcharan et al7. Still there is a lot

of ignorance about the first aid and prevention strategies

which leads to higher incidence of major burn. Presently,

the rural health network is extremely strained. Only very

few trained personnel are there who can look after the

patients and provide adequate management of local burn

wounds.

The present study also revealed the same fact that the

percentage of trained personnel for providing management

of superficial burn injuries and need of referral services was

only 10% and it also showed very few percentage of the

population had at least some basic knowledge about the

management of minor burn injuries. Therefore, necessary

guidelines for management of minor burn in the rural area

should be set up.

Conclusions:

It is a Herculean task to get the ball rolling in this huge

country for improving healthcare in rural areas, where still
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the majority of Indian population reside, living their lives

untouched by the progress made by the urban rich. Having

recognised the strengths and weaknesses of our rural

society, let us use this challenge of improving rural burn

care as an opportunity for all those Indians involved in burn

care. It is our prerogative to educate and train masses and

ensure that this education hopefully translates into desired

outcome. So surgeons after their postgraduation can be

trained specifically for burn care through National Academy

of Burn India (NABI) 8. Even the junior doctors, interns

and nurses can be provided training for essential burn care

management by Inter Burn (charity committed to

transforming global burn care and prevention through

education, training, research and capacity-building) which

has recently proposed a fellowship programme and offers

training for a period of 6-8 weeks. We have to consider

ourselves as privileged citizens in a country with low literacy

rate, and therefore recognise that it is our duty to our society

and nation to give back in the form of sharing our knowledge

and experience. This will hopefully change the burn care

scene in future, and the morbidities and mortalities will

reduce. A good outcome in a patient is the best motivator

for the burn team to continue to strive to improve further.

This target will of course be achieved on the foundation

pillars of effective and intensive prevention programme

nationally and a patient friendly rehabilitation strategy.

Henceforth it can be concluded that burn prevention

ensure reduction in the incidence of burn.
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A Case of Pentalogy of Cantrell – A Rare Congenital Anomaly
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Abstract:

Pentalogy of Cantrell (POC) is a very rare congenital anomaly which is characterised by the  presence of 5 major

malformations: Midline supra-umbilical abdominal wall defect, lower  sternal defect, diaphragmatic pericardial defect,

anterior diaphragmatic defect and various intracardiac malformations. Herein, one such rare case is reported, which

was referred to this institute at 19 weeks 3 days of gestation. After thorough radiological investigations a diagnosis of

complete variety of POC was made which is a lethal congenital anomaly. The couple were counselled regarding the

poor prognosis and the pregnancy was terminated following all the procedures as per MTP Act. Termination was

done using administration of oral mifepristone followed by application of vaginal misoprostol. Increasing awareness

of this rare condition among the obstetricians and ultrasonologists will help them in making a diagnosis before viability

and thereby an option of termination of the pregnancy if parents wish to do so.

Key words: Pentalogy of Cantrell (POC).
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Introduction:

Pentalogy of Cantrell (POC) is an extremely rare and

usually lethal congenital anomaly. It was first described by

James R Cantrell in 19581. Full spectrum encompasses five

main features- omphalocele, ectopia cordis (abnormal

location of heart), diaphragmatic defect, pericardial defect

or sternal cleft, cardiovascular malformations (ventricular

septal defect, atrial septal defect,  tetralogy of Fallot, left

ventricular diverticulum)1.

Up to now there have been some cases classified as

complete which have all of the five defects and others as

incomplete forms with lesser defects of the POC. Prognosis

is usually very poor especially in the complete variety.

Because of its rarity incidence varies from 5.5 to 7.9

per million live births2, this case is being reported.

Case Report:

A 20 years old second gravida with previous history

of one spontaneous abortion at 6 weeks attended antenatal

clinic in this hospital at 19 weeks 3 days of gestation. There

was no history of consanguinity and no history of exposure

to any teratogen. Past medical and surgical history were

insignificant and received iron and folic acid supplementation

during this pregnancy. Her routine antenatal investigations

were within normal limits. She was referred to the hospital
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Fig 1 –  USG Showing Deficient Abdominal and

Thoracic Wall with Abdominal and Thoracic Content

Including Heart Lying Outside

because of suggestive of gastroschisis. USG report revealed

single live foetus of 19 weeks gestation with ill defined

abdominal circumference and abdominal contents seen to

be herniated out. There was deficient abdominal and

thoracic wall with abdominal and thoracic contents outside

the sac. Foetal heart was also outside the thoracic cavity

(Fig 1).

Parents were counselled regarding the foetus

possibly having a severe form of POC. They opted to

terminate the pregnancy and termination was done using

administration of oral mifepristone followed by application

of vaginal misoprostol.

A live baby of 750 g was born with poor Apgar score

and expired at 5 minutes of life. On examination there was

a large anterior thoraco-abdominal wall defect, ectopic

contractile heart and an oedematous liver with loops of small

intestine outside the abdominal cavity (Fig 2) .The thoraco-

abdominal wall defect was extending from the umbilicus  to

the upper third of the body of the sternum. The liver was

enlarged with a prominent caudate lobe.

A large defect in the diaphragm extending from the

sternum to the spine posteriorly was noted. Lower half of

the body of the sternum and the xiphi sternum were absent.

All the four limbs were   normal and there were no other

remarkable findings.

Discussion:

Toyama3 suggested the following classification for the

POC. Class 1 will have all five defects present; class 2 will

have four defects present including intracardiac and ventral

wall abnormalities and class 3 will have incomplete

expression with various combinations of defects present

including a sternal abnormality. Incidence of POC varies

from 5.5 to 7.9 per million live births2. POC is thought to

result from abnormalities in the differentiation of the intra-

embryonic mesoderm at approximately 14 to 18 days after

conception.

The diaphragmatic and pericardial defects result from

abnormal development of the septum transversum whereas

the sternum and abdominal wall defects are probably related

to impaired migration of mesodermal structures4. The

aetiology of POC is unknown. Most cases are sporadic

and no recurrences have been reported. There is male

Fig  2 –  Ectopia Cordis, Midline Supra-umbilical Defect

of Thoraco-abdominal Wall and Evisceration of Liver

and Intestines
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dominance with a male to female ratio of 2.7:1. This

syndrome has also been reported occasionally in association

with sirenomelia, anencephaly and amniotic band

syndrome5. Associated intracardiac anomaly is the rule such

as septal defects, Ebstein’s anomaly, Fallot’s tetralogy or

single atrium. In 75% of the cases pericardium may be

absent. Extracardiac abnormalities in POC include

craniofacial anomalies such as cleft lip and / or palate,

skeletal malformations such as club foot, absence of tibia

or radius and abdominal abnormalities such as polysplenia

and gall bladder agenesis6,7. Sternal defects include bifid

sternum, absent xiphoid and absent lower 2/3 of sternum.

Anterior abdominal wall defect is mostly an omphalocele

(63%). A ventral retrosternal defect of the diaphragm occurs

in 91% of the cases7.

Omphalocele, cardiac septal defects, absent

pericardium, cleft lip and defects in the sternum and

diaphragm were noted in the reported case as well. Prenatal

ultrasonography can diagnose POC as early as in 10 weeks

of pregnancy. Use of 3-D ultrasound helps in better

visualisation of anomalies. It has been suggested that

magnetic resonance imaging and prenatal foetal

echocardiography provide optimal assessment of foetuses

with POC. If a diagnosis is made by ultrasound, foetal

chromosomal analysis is recommended as associations with

Trisomies and Turner syndrome have been reported4.

Following prenatal diagnosis, termination of pregnancy may

be offered in severe cases. A multidisciplinary team should

follow-up milder forms of POC in order to determine the

best time for delivery. After delivery, repair of the

omphalocele should not be delayed. Repair of the sternal,

diaphragmatic and pericardial defects can be attempted at

the same time7. Surgical correction is often difficult due to

the hypoplasia of the thoraco-abdominal cavity and inability

to enclose the ectopic heart as seen in this case.

Conclusions:

POC is a very rare and potentially lethal congenital

anomaly. Mother should be counseled regarding the

prognosis and associated anomalies. Multidisciplinary

approach is important in milder forms of POC to

determine the time of delivery and planning for surgical

correction in multiple sittings. It is very important to

diagnose the condition early so as to give an option to the

couple to terminate the pregnancy if they want to do so in

severe or class1 POC.
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Introduction:

The embryological development of systemic and

pulmonary veins is very complex. The symmetrical cardinal

veins give rise to superior systemic venous channels while

the splanchnic plexus of the foregut gives rise to the

pulmonary venous channels. Most of the left sided cardinal

system disappears except coronary sinus which drains the

cardiac veins. Many congenital variation have been

described1,2. One of the common variations is persistent

LSVC draining into coronary sinus3. Very rarely LSVC can

directly drain into LA resulting in systemic arterial

desaturation4. This variation can most of the time associated

with other congenital heart disease like ASD5,6. When

associated with ASD the clinical finding resembles those of

ASD with only mild arterial desaturation. It can be

overlooked on echocardiography as well as on cardiac

catheterisation, as in this patient. But when it is diagnosed

even on table it has to be treated to prevent its known

potential risk of CNS complications.

Case Report:

      A 6-year-old boy presented with the chief complaint of

shortness of breath since 2 years of age. He also had

Case ReportCase ReportCase ReportCase ReportCase Report

Persistent Left Superior Vena Cava Draining into Superior Aspect of

Left Atrium in a Case of Ostium Secundum Atrial Septal Defect –  A

Case Report

Abstract:

Persistent left superior vena cava (LSVC) draining into coronary sinus is not a rare entity but LSVC draining

directly into left atrium (LA) is very rare. It is quite often overlooked on transthoracic echocardiography and many

a time escaped detection during right and left heart catheterisation. Here a case of ostium secundum (OS) atrial

septal defect (ASD) is reported where LSVC was present and it was draining directly into superior aspect of LA.

This was diagnosed on table. Once it is identified, operative correction is mandatory to prevent right to left shunt and

its known CNS complication.

Key words: Left superior vena cava, left atrium, ostium secundum.
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Fig  1 – A  Tunnel Made by the Pericardial Baffle Is

Being  Created at the Superior Aspect of the LA for

Draining of the LSVC into the RA

frequent upper respiratory tract infections. Shortness of

breath occurs mostly on exertion and subsides on rest. It

was not associated with any cyanosis or syncopal attack.

He was born at term by normal vaginal delivery with no

specific antenatal maternal illness or exposure to any

teratogenic drugs. None of his brother or sisters or any

family members have any cardiac disease. He was told by

his physician of suspicion of some cardiac disease and was

referred to in this department. On examination his pulse

was 90/minute, BP 110/76mmHg. No pallor, icterus or

clubbing was found. The 1st  heart sound was slightly

increased in intensity with wide fixed split 2nd  heart sound.

A grade 3/6 systolic murmur was present over left upper

sternal border and a low pitched mid-diastolic rumbling

sound was present at the left lower sternal border. The ECG

was suggestive of right axis deviation and mild right

ventricular hypertrophy. The chest x-ray revealed

cardiomegaly with enlarged right atrium (RA) and right

ventricle. 2D-echocardiography study was suggestive of

enlarged right atrium and ventricle (volume overload picture),

a 28 mm ostium secundum type ASD with left to right shunt

with ejection fraction of 70% and dilated main pulmonary

artery.

He was posted for ASD closure. Median sternotomy

was done. Thymus was dissected and brachiocephalic vein

was found to be hypoplastic. Superior vena cava, inferior

vena cava, LSVS and Aorta was cannulated and put on

total CPB. RA opened parallel to RA grove. We inspected

LA properly and found an extra opening in LA just above

LA appendage. The coronary sinus was normal. We

decided to construct a pericardial baffle to route LSVC to

RA since the innominate was hypoplastic. Pericardial patch

was harvested which we started suturing to the superior

aspect of the LA in such a manner (Fig 1) so that, opening

of the LA appendage and all the pulmonary veins remain in

the LA cavity proper and a tunnel at the superior aspect

made by the pericardial baffle for draining of the LSVC

into the RA. Another pericardial patch was taken and

suturing done starting from the inferior margin of the ASD

margin of the baffle (Fig 2).

He was weaned from CPB and tolerated the operative

procedure well. His postoperative PaO
2
 was 196 and

saturation was 100%. He was discharged after 7 days and

no complication occurred during his recovery and ward

stay.

Discussion:

The incidence of persistent LSVC in general population

is 0.35% and 3% to 10 % in patients with congenital heart

disease3,7. Rarely it may present as isolated lesion. The

embryology of the venae cava has been described by

Campbell and Deuchar7. Embryologically the superior vena

cava is formed by the right common cardinal vein and the

proximal portion of the right anterior cardinal vein1. LSVC

is caused by the persistence of left anterior cardinal vein2.

When LSVC is present, it most commonly drains into

coronary sinus8, but in around 7.5% of cases it drains directly

in LA4. Persistence of LSVC is of little surgical significance

unless it enters the left atrium giving rise to left to right shunt.

In most cases this does not produce any obvious clinical

symptoms except some variable degree of cyanosis but

some serious potential complications can occur attributedup to the mid portion of the defect and attached to the right
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right to left shunt eg, risk of embolism to CNS and brain

abscess make operative correction very necessary. Most

commonly persistent LSVC is associated with ASD as in

this patient3,5,6.

Mostly patients do not give any history related to

persistent LSVC opening in LA, only clue clinically is mild

cyanosis. In this case the patient did not have clinical

cyanosis or any significant arterial oxygen desaturation at

rest. It can be easily missed on echocardiography as

happened in this case. It can be recognised only by cardiac

catheterisation if done through the left arm. Mild oxygen

desaturation in a peripheral artery or left heart chamber

would also suggest the presence of right to left shunt.

When opening of persistent LSVC in LA is identified

then operative correction is mandatory to prevent a right to

left shunt and its known CNS complication. There are many

ways of interrupting the LSVC into the LA. Simple method

is to ligate the LSVC but there must be an adequate

innominate vein connecting both left and right SVC and

also after demonstrating no rise in left jugular pressure than

normal on temporary occlusion of the LSVC. Several other

procedures have been explained to tackle this abnormal

Fig  2 –  The Pericardial Patch Used for Closing the

ASD Is Being Sutured with the LSVC Pericardial Baffle

thus Completing the Inter Atrial Septum

shunt, such as intra-atrial roofing, intra-atrial baffle rerouting,

reimplantation into RA or pulmonary artery and graft

interposition to the right atrium. In this patient we constructed

a pericardial baffle to route venous blood to the RA.

Conclusions:

A persistent LSVC draining directly into LA is very

rare entity but clinically significant condition. It can be easily

missed on echocardiography and even during cardiac

catheterisation. When identified, even after initiation of by-

pass, its surgical correction is mandatory to prevent its

potential complication such as brain abscess, risk of

embolisation to CNS and rarely systemic cyanosis.
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